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It's in the details: 
Fraternities and sororities 
will be promoting the bene-
fits they offer during Greek 
Week after finals. Find out 
more by looking inside. 
..... See page 3 
. http://\ftfW'W.thecurrentonline.colD 
What's ' 
Inside 
On the lookout: "U-S71" 
may rank in the upper ech-
elon of dramatic submarine 
films. It's a fast and frantic 
tale with a good story to 
boot. 
.... See Page 6 
" . U .. Wire 
News 
Chili peppers 
hot tOPic for 
BaylorproJ 
BY MICH~LE LAM . 
Tbe laltat 
(U-WIRE) WACO, Texas - Dr. 
Kenneth Busch, professor of chem-
istry and biochemistry at Baylor 
. . Universfty, was vatdnng television 
one night when he saw a program 
on chili peppers that sparked his 
interest. After viewing the pro-
gram, Busch set out to create a 
device that could measure the 
spiciness of chili peppers by mere· 
ly shining a beam of light on 
them. 
'" was watching some show on 
television and the person was 
talking about chili peppers and 
how hot they were," Busch said. "I 
thought, 'Gee, I wonder if we call 
measure that with this instrument 
we have,' so that's how we got 
into it." 
In his research, Busch discov-
ered that the hotness of peppers 
is caused primarily by the pres· 
ence of compounds called capsai· 
cinoids, which are derivatives of 
vanilla. 
Busch based his research on a 
practice that has been used in 
agricultural production of wheat" 
Different companies currently use 
a system called near infrared 
spectroscopy to measure the 
amount of protein in wheat. The 
process involves shining a beam of I 
light into the ~roduct-. Some-
I beams are absorbed by roo~ecules 
in the product, while others are 
reflected. 
The light that is reflected is 
then measured and readouts pro-
vide information about the 
amount of protein in the wheat. 
Busch said he thinks it will be 
possible to create a system that 
wi[1 use near infrared spec-
troscopy to measure the hotness 
of peppers. He described how it 
would be a tremendous help to 
the "fiery foods" industry because 
~roducers could buy crops of pep. 
pers that are suited to their 
needs. 
"Say you've got a whole field of I 
peppers growing. and you at!;! buy· 
ing the peppers to' make pica"te. 
You don't koow ahead of time how 
spicy they are. Depending on the 
growing cOrTdi'tions they cart be 
more or less spicy, and you: may 
get a whole Held. of peppers (hat 
aren't spicy," Busch said. Ihe 
device we are trying to develop 
allows you to see how hot a p'ep-
per is without the lengthy tests 
that are available now." 
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UNIVERSIT V OF MISSOUR.I - ST. LOUIS 
U t ries to solve SGA summer d-Iemma 
BY JOE HARRIS 
senior editor 
As the semester ends, it is not clear 
who will lead the Student Government 
Association after the current officers' 
te!1)lS expire July L 
Since the SGA canceled its elec-
tions last month, it has not been decid-
ed who will lead the SGA, and the five 
presidential candidates appear to be 
locked in a power sll11ggle. Five candi-
dates vied for the presidency, and sev-
. . eral have filed grievances over how the 
elections were handled and the election 
cancellation itself. 
On Wednesday, G. Gary Grace, 
vice-chancellor cif Student Affairs, and 
Rick Blanton, director of Student 
Activities, met to try to clear up the sit-
uation. 
"I talked with Rick Blanton [on 
Wednesday] and we came up with a 
proposal on how student govemment 
can function during the summer," 
Grace said. "We are going to gather as 
many student leaders as we can and 
brainstorm a list of students who could 
provide leadership for student govern-
ment over the SUIlliller to make sure the 
elections are held the first week of the 
fall telm." 
This proposal is different from what 
was expected last week-that the cur-
rent officers would be asked to extend 
their terms until the August elections 
are held. Grace said he hasn't ruled out 
that possibility completely. 
' 'We haven't been talking about [the 
possibility of extending the current 
leaders' tetms] , but when the student 
leaders get into the room, it may go that 
way," Grace said, 'There's been no 
absolute decision yet; we're just trying 
to work in the best interests of the stu-
dents." 
Grace said the student leaders meet-
ing will take place within two or three 
weeks. He said the meeting is being 
held up because of a controversy with-
. in the Student COUlt and the election 
grievances. Grace said there may be a 
conflict of interest because Rick 
Eccher is both a presidential candidate 
and chief justice of the Student Court. 
Eccher's opponents have ques-
tioned the court's validity even though 
Eccher has excused himself from vot-
ing on election-related matters. 
Michael Rankins, SGA vice presi-
dent, said he is not surprised by Grace 
and Blanton's decision. 
"I've heard some unconstituted 
rumors that this was going to happen 
so rill not really surprised," Rankins 
said. "It's probably the best way to han-
Adrena Bell Duval, Tanya Tanner, and Jennie Miller are residents of Seton Hall_ Next year, they will 
probably have male company, thanks to a decision to make all UM-St. Louis dorms cooed. 
University to make Seton 
Hall, future dorms co-ed 
BY BENJAMIN ISRAEL 
.. ........ ... . . . 
staff editor 
Seton HalL the only single sex dor-
mitory on campus, is going co-ed-
and not just for the summer. The 
University has decided that all donus 
should be co-ed in the future, said Lisa 
Grubbs, director of residential life. 
The other domlitmies, Honors Hall, 
and South Campus Dormitory are 
already cooed, while LeGras, the 
planned donnitory next to Seton Hall 
and the Marillac Seminary ·building, 
will be cooed, Grubbs said. 
"The residents have a pretty strong 
preference for cooed housing," Grubbs 
said. 
Becky Schulte, a freshman in de-
mentaly education, lives in Seton Hall. 
"I wanted to be in a co-ed dorm," but 
room wasn't available, she said. "It 
would be easier for me if I lived with 
guys to make fri~nds and stuff with 
them." 
However, Schulte said., "Right now 
it's nice to be in an all-girls dorm, just 
because I don 't have to worry about 
what I look like walking around the 
dornlS. 
Lisa Sullivan, a sophomore living in 
Seton Hall , said she likes "the idea of 
Ii \'ing in an all-girls dorm, but some-
times you do need mor~ than just all 
girls. You want to have more to talk to 
than just all girls." 
Currently, the cooed dOID1S segre-
gate the sexes by floors, Grubbs said. 
"That is governed by our plumbing. " 
Except for Seton Hall, the donus 
have only one bathroom per floor, she 
said. 
Seton Hall, ·the only dorm used for 
summer school, has housed men and 
women on the same floor during the 
sun1Iller and should do the same in the 
fall and winter semesters next year, 
Grubbs said. 
Grubbs- .w.id she studied the inlplica-
tions of going all co-ed for two years 
before making the decision. Not only 
are cooed dorms popular with students, 
but research shows that students in co· 
Mutsumi Igarashil Tile Ctm."nt 
Alison Casper returns home to Seton Hall . 
ed dorms have higher grade-point aver- . 
ages and develop social skills better 
than those in single-sex dorm, she said. 
Students in cooed dorms relate bet-
ter to members of the opposite sex 
"because you ' re dealing with them 
more as people and as friend.~ rather 
than" primarily for dating. 
CU11'ently, Residential Life houses 
195 students with a capacity for 200, 
Grubbs said, with about 50 more units 
plaruled for the fall. 
dle this situation, and I have no prob-
lem with it." 
Rankins said if he is one of the peo-
ple selected by the committee, he wiJl 
serve an extended term, but he said 
those working with this situation have 
to be careful about celtain candidates' 
intentions. 
"I think that there are some students 
who may try to take advantage of the 
situation for their own gain," Rankins 
said. "Fortunately many of our students 
and administrators are veIY savy and 
they will watch things very closely." 
Blanton, who is also the SGA advis-
er, said this situation has never present-
ed itself before. 
"TIus is all uncharted telTitory, so to 
defInitely say how something 's going 
to run, I don't know," Blanton said. 
Blanton said that it.is mostly up to 
the students to decide how they want 
SGA to run until the August elections 
are held, that the University will not 
likely interfere as long as SGAoperates 
consistently with University policies 
and procedures. 
Blanton said his role of adviser does 
not give him absolute authority over 
how SGA will proceed, and he said 
he's not worried about anybody inten-
tionally sabotaging the decision-mak-
mg process. 
"I think I would ask them to take 
some action, so we're not just leaving 
it in limbo, but of course adviser means 
exactly that-advice may be taken or 
rejected," Blanton said. "I just don't 
think there 's been' enough time for 
them to deal with it yet. I don' t antici-
pate there's going to be any conceIted 
effort to thwart student govelmnent in 
any way by not doing something." 
SABC streamlines 
allocation process, 
·improves appeals 
BY MARY LINDSLEY 
senior editor 
The Student Activities Budget 
Committee has allocated over 
$440,000 of student activities fees for 
student organizations to use in their 
budgets next year. 
According to documents released 
by tlle Studen"t Activities office . tb 
SABC allocated $445,608 .18 to the 
85 orgmlizations which applied for 
funding. La~t year, the committee 
allotted $417,276 to 69 organization.~ . 
Undergraduate resident students 
currently pay $22.50 per credit hour, 
up to 12 hours, per semester in stu-
dent activities fees. Roberta Holst, an 
administrative associate for Student 
Activities, said that the SABC bases 
the amount of money available to 
allocate on an estimate of 214,000 
credit hours taken by students. 
Holst said the committee estimat-
ed that it would have $434,420 avail-
able for allocations. Bryan Shaw,'co-
chair of the SABC, said that the 
$11,188 above the original estimate 
that the committee allocated will be 
covered by a reserve account of 
unused student organization funds. 
Shaw said that one problem the 
SABC faced was trying to divide the 
available funds to a growing number 
of organizations. The total amOlmt of 
funds requested by organizations for 
next year was $734,694.20. 
"We felt we allocated conserva-
tively," Shaw said. 'There were so 
many more organizations requesting 
money than in previous years." 
Shaw said he felt the allocation 
process went mOle smoothly this 
year due to several changes that were 
made last fall. Shaw revanlped the 
forms u ed to request funds to allow 
organizations to give the committee 
more information about the organiza-
tion, thus elimi.nating the need to 
hold preliminary hearings. 
Shaw said the committee mem-
bers were also able to save time by 
using a listserv for some of the dis-
cussion of requests. He said that the 
committee would use its weekly 
meetings to review the listserv dis-
cussions, hold fulther discussions 
and to make the final decisions about 
each organization's allocation. 
Shaw said while orne organiza-
tions expressed "confusion over the 
new forms," most of the organiza-
tions he heard from found the revised 
process to be an improvement. 
"Most of the feedback has been 
positive, especially li'om the five 
members that have been on SA BC in 
the past," Shaw said. 
The allocations are still pending 
approval from Rick Blanton, director 
of Student Activities, G. Gary Grace, 
vice chancellor of Student Affairs, 
and Chancellor Blanche Touhil\. 
SGA to celebrate end 
of year with Student 
• Appreciation Day 
BY JOE HARRIS 
senior editor 
In an attempt for just one positive 
accolade this year, the Student 
Government Association is holding a 
Student Appre.ciation Day today. 
The event will take place in the 
gra~sy area between Founder's Circle 
and the Thomas Jefferson library. It 
will run from 11 a.m. to 7 p.m. 
'T III going to call a couple of radio 
stations and I'm going to call campus 
catering to see if we cml put thi s 
together," Darwin Butler, SGA presi-
dent, said. "Something light, some-
thing so the last day of class there can 
be free food for the students. Maybe a 
volleyball net out there, some music, 
where [the students] can socialize and 
what not, [it will] just be something to 
give back to tile students for being 
such great students." 
Butler said the appreciation day 
will be something simple since it was 
not originally planned for, llild since it 
is so late in the school year. He said 
that he will hopefully have two radio 
stations at the event. One radio station 
will broadcast from 11. a.m. to 3 p.m., 
and the other would broadcast from 3 
p.m. , to 7 p.m. 
Butler said that any other physical 
activities at the appreciation day 
would be things that the University 
already has on campus. 
"I don' t think I have the time to 
pull in any outside vendors, so I'm 
thinking maybe a volleyball net and if 
they've got games right here on Canl-
pus," Butler said . "Basically, it's 
going to be a food thing, some music, 
just a social type of atmosphere 
where people can sit down and 
relax." 
Butler said SGA is going to com-
pletely fund the appreciation day. He 
said SGA has approximately $8-
10,000 left in its budget. 
'We m'e going to ITy and see if we 
can use some of that money, that's 
remaining in the budget, to be able 10 
hold this event," Butler said. "It's the 
students'money, so it don't make no 
sense to just keep it and hom-d it. It is 
time to give it back to the students .. 
. I don ' t think we' re going to spend it 
all, but we're going to spend what we 
see SGA, page 10 
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Bulletin Board 
Tuesday, May 2 
.Interviewing Techniques Workshop, 
sponsored by Career Services, will be 
from 2:30 to 3:30 p.m. in Room 308 
Woods Hall. Polish your interviewing 
skills. Advanced registration is required. 
Call 5111 to register or enroll in person 
at Career Services. 
.Poetry and Short Story Reading Series, 
sponsored by the Center for the 
Humanities. There will be a literary 
reading by John Dalton and Shelly R. 
Fredman from 4:30 to 6 p.m. in Room 
331 Social Sciences Building. The event is 
free and open to students, faculty and 
staff. For futher information call 5699. 
.Prayer Group at Newman Center (8200 
Natural Bridge Rd.) will meet at 7:30 
p.m. 
·UMSL TV will meet at 2 p.m. in Room 
495 Lucas. See what they have planned 
and be a part of the Production Club. For 
more information contact umsltv@hot-
mail.com. 
Wedn esday, May 3 
·Storytelling for Adults, part of the 21st 
Annual St. Louis Storytelling Festival. 
Participants at this interactive work-
shop will have the opportunity to 
develop and create stories about their 
family. The event is free and located 
at the Missouri Historical Society from 10 
a.m. to 12:30 p.m. For more information 
call 5948. 
.Soup and Soul Food will be from 12 to 
12:50 p.m. at the Normandy United 
Methodist Church. 
Thursday, May 4 
·State of the World Conference 2000 will 
run from 3 to 8 p.m. at the Honors 
College. Alan Gerson, a former senior 
fellow with the Council on Foreign 
Relations and now a consultant for the 
New America Foundation, will be the 
keynote speaker. An address by Paul 
Arthur on conflict resolution in Northern 
Ireland will open the conference. UM-St. 
Louis faculty will also present small brief-
ing sessions. The conference is free but 
reservations are requested. Call 7299 for 
more information or to R.S.V.P. 
• Story Telling Festival Special Session, 
sponsored by the Center for Human 
~kCurrent 
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Origins & Cultural Diversity, will run from 
11 a.m. to 12 p.m. in Suite 110, Clark 
Hall, Room 119. Hilda Neihardt will remi-
nisce about her visits to Black Elk with 
her father; John Neihardt, and will recite 
"The Death of Crazy Horse," and answer 
questions from the audience. 
.Spencer ft Spencer Systems 
Mathematics Lecture series presents 
"The Math Gene: How did Humans 
Acquire the Ability to Do Mathematics?" 
Dr. Keith Devlin will be running the lec-
ture, which will begin at 7:30 p.m. in the 
Summit Lounge. A reception will follow, 
admission is free, but reservations are 
recuested. Please call 5789 for more 
information. 
.Storytelling Program for the Deaf, 
sponsored by Continuing Education & 
Outreach. Storytellers Carole Lazorisak, 
Jean McElwee, Ella Eakins, Nina Wilson, 
and Linda Whiggam will tell stories, and 
the program is interpreted for the hear-
ing and the deaf. The event will be 
located in the J. C. Penney Conference 
Center from 7 to 8 p.m. and for more 
information call 5948. 
·Cabaret Storytelling will be from 7 to 9 
p.m. at the Brandt's Market and Cafe in 
University City. Join Ron Adams and 
Kathy Schottel as they tell stories for 
adults. For more information call 5948. 
Friday, May 5 
• How to Utilize Career Services 
Workshop, sponsored by Career 
Services, will be from 9 to 9:30 a.m. in 
Room 308 Wocx::ls Hall. Leam about the 
job search resources available. Advanced 
registration is recuired. Call 5111 to reg-
ister or enroll in person at Career 
Services. 
.UMSL TV will meet at 12 p.m. in Room 
495 Lucas. See what they have planned 
and be a part of the Production Club. 
For more information contact 
THE CAIVIPUS CRI IVIELINE 
April 12, 2000 A student reported that at 10:50 a.m. 
in the Plaza Garage, an unknown jl1ale 
had damaged her vehicle by scratching 
a key on her trunk and bumper. 
Investigation continuing. 
April 14, 2000 
A student reported that between Monday, 
April 10, at 4:30 p.m. and Wednesday, 
April 12, 2:30 p.m. unknown persons 
entered room 272, Unjversity Center; and 
took a textbook, 6 notebooks and a pack-
age of envelope labels. 
; A student reported that between 2:15 
A Normandy High School student reported I and 2:35 p.m., unknown person(s) 
an attempted robbery at the North ! entered room 158 of the Mark Twain 
Metrolink station sidewalk of a box of Building and took his travel bag con-
candy. The attempted robbery occurred taining a CD player, headphones, 50 
at 7:02 p.m. CD's and some clothing. 
April 13, 2000 April 15, 2000 
A resident of University Meadows 
reported a loud party going on at 1: 59 
a.m. disturbing the peace. 
A security officer reported a parked 
vehicle on parking lot "K" with a rear 
broken window at 11 :42 a.m. 
April 16, 2000 
Disturbance call received at 12: 51 a.m. 
of a loud party at University Meadows 
apartment complex. 
A call of peace disturbance was made 
at 7:42 a.m. in University Meadows 
The Campus CrimeLine is a Ji'!!e sen'ice prol'ided 0' tbe L :I/-SI. LOllis I'o!i.:e Dep"T11l1l!11110 promote slI/err Ibrollgb atl',!rl!JI(,§ 
apartment complex. The complainant 
said the thumping was keeping her 
from sleeping. 
April 18, 2000 
Between 11:50 a.m. and 3 p.m. an 
unknown person damaged property by 
prying on a lock in the men's locker 
room at the Mark Twain gym. 
April 20, 2000 
At an unknown time, unknown 
person(s) took 8 traffic cones from the 
University Circle. 
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BY A N NE PORTER 
stal edito r 
.~veryone celebrates 
• L • the w~k after finals L_ ~ . _ are oy-ei ___ Maybe i 5 a 
huge party, or it may 
f be a toast to the summer or in 
the case of some UM-St. 
Louis students, it could be 
Greek Week. 
Greek Week begins the week after fmals 
and includes a schedule of activities, designed 
to promote fraternities. 
Jon Frost, the president of the Delta Zeta 
Chapter of Sigma Pi fraternity at UM-St. 
Louis, has been with Sigma Pi for a year and 
a half. He said the week is important keep fra-
ternity life at UM-St. Louis vibrant. 
"Basically, irs to promote- not so much 
competition-but to try to create cohesion 
among the organizations," Frost said. 
The competition part occurs most! during 
rush caus~ the ru;gapizati are try.iug,.get 
high numbers 0 .new rnemoe . 
Frost also mentioned that there is a mis-
conception about fraternities and sororities 
being just like those depicted in "Animal 
House." He said parties are only one part of 
fraternity life. 
"We have parties, but there are other things 
we Ily to do besides parties," Frost said. 
Those activities such as trivia nigQt, mile 
runs, keg tosses, bowling and talent contests 
all happen during Greek We; k. . 
"1 t shows fraternities and sororities are 
more than just partying. You know there are 
other ways to have fun," Frost said. 
For more information about Greek Week, 
call the Sigma Pi Fraternity at (314) 426-
0078 . 
ABOVE: Sigma Pi members Jeff Lewis (left) and Dan Nacke talk in front of the orga-
nization's house. 
LEFT: Sigma Pi member John Boss puts the f inishing touches on a paint job as 
John Frost, president of Sigma Pi watches. Fellow fraternity member stand in the 
background. 
'1k Current 
Annual 
Greek Week 
events Luork 
to promote 
fraternity life) 
'create cohe-
sion' bettueen 
UIVI-St. Louis' 
photos by Oa rren BruneI The ClImll l 
o mel organizations 
BJC Health System sponsors conference aimed at women's health 
, 
I 
I 
I , 
BY CHARMAHE MALON E 
staff associate 
BJC Health System places 
women's health issues on center stage 
with the "Speaking of Women's 
Health Conference 2000." 
This will be BIC's second confer-
ence of this magnitude about health 
issues specifically pertaining to 
women. Last year's conference drew 
more than 500 women from Missouri 
and Illinois, after its inhuduction by 
television station KETCIChannel 9. 
Hosted by KETC Channel 9 at the 
Regal Riveiliont Hotel, Saturday 
May 6 starting at 8 a.m, its sponsors 
for the conference include: Procter & 
Gamble, BJC Health Services, 
Wyeth-Ayers( Laboratories. 
Convergys and KEZK 102.5. 
Kathy Hanold, vice president of 
BIC Women and Infants' Health 
Services, expressed her excitement 
concerning this year's conference. 
"We are delighted to participate 
again in this important project," said 
Hanold. "TIllS unique conference 
offers women actionable infOlmation 
where they can affect their well-bei.ng 
immediately after leaving th~ event. 
And at BJC Women & Infants' 
Health Services, that's one of our pri-
mary objectives: to help and educate 
families about health care." 
Tlns year 's keynote speakers 
include physician Karen Bradshaw 
and syndicated colurrmist and author 
Leigh Anne Jasheway. 
Bradshaw is a gynecolo,rist and 
medical direc[Qr at the Uni\ 'ersity of 
Texas Southwestern Women's 
Center. Listed in The Best Doctors in 
America, Dr. Bradshaw's keynote 
address is scheduled for the moming 
general session at 9 a.m. It will focus 
on why women of all ages should be 
concerned with osteoporosis and its 
prevention. 
Los Angeles Times columnist 
Leigh Ann l ashewa i scheduled for 
the afternoon general e. sion at 2:45 
p.m. Iasheway is author of 'Don't 
Get Mad. Get Funny ' A Light-
Hearted Approach to Stre s 
Management" and other books on 
managing stTess: h will reveal how 
humor can help women manage and 
relieve daily stre . . 
This year's conference will have 
session topics such as alternative 
medicine and treatment, healthy 
approaches to cooking, , omen 's sex-
ual health, cosmetic surgery options 
and healthy skin-care options. There 
are eight sessions in all. All sessions 
will be facili tated b a specialist. 
In addition, Speaking of Women's 
Health. Conference 2000 also TCCOg-
IllzeS women who have made an 
impact in the Greater St. Louis com-
munity. This year's honoree is 
Charmai ne S. Chapman, pI' sident 
and CEO of the United Way of St. 
Louis. Chapman will be honored for 
her leaderslnp and achievements in 
elevating the health and well-being of 
women-young and old-in this 
area. For more infonnation contact 
Gayla J. Daugherty of B1C Women & 
Infants' Heath Services at 286-0670 
or log on to the website at 
www.ketc.org/ and click on the icon 
for special events. 
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A N N E PORTER 
features editor 
phone: 516-5174 
fax: 516-6811 
Our 
Thoughts 
"I got all the stroke 
around here." 
·Joe 
Credit: The Current 
"Blast it." 
·Josh 
Credit: The Current 
"It was all tore up." 
·Ken 
Credit: The Current 
"Cool beans." 
·Tom 
Credit: The Current 
"It's really going to be 
an election." 
-Brian I 
Credit: The Current 
"Joe, calm down. " 
-Mary 
Credit: The Current 
"You got one, but you 
missed.,." 
·Owais 
Credit: The Current 
"$% '" @##%&!!@*." . 
-Dave 
Credit: The Current 
"I'm sorry," 
·Erin 
Credit: The Current 
1 It's been a great year • thanks to all of you 
i 
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, 
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AND THE POINT 1s. .. 
ANNE PORTER 
Four short months ago, I stepped . into the role of features editor for this paper. My predecessor, 
Amy Lombardo, made celtain that r 
had all the tools necessary for that 
facet of the paper. 
r can' t say that anything she could 
give me would prepare me for this 
position. It's funny-the semester is 
over. and I finally feel as if I am 
beginning to wlderstand everything. 
For example, not to answer the adver-
tising phone, under consequence of 
death by qum1ering. 
A few people even read my col-
umn (I have been told this, at least). 
Although added to this statement was 
the disclaimer that it was my 
boyfriend's friends and only for the 
reason to give him a little hannless 
trouble. I'll call it that. but I think we 
all know what I'm talking about. 
For my writers Charmane and 
Rhashad, I want to say thank you for 
all the diligent and tireless work. 
When we all stalted working together 
disorder ruled this department after 
the Chrisnnas break festivities. We all 
created an excellent and quality prod-
uct from that havoc. 
My designer, Dave Baugher, has 
also sa\'ed my happy behind more 
times than 1 can count Thanks. Dave. 
Perhaps the most important lesson 
1 learned this spring is that no matter 
what happens, the best usually comes 
from it. I had many apprehensions 
about my work, and, through the help 
of many friends, family and associates 
everything: has sUrvih'd with style. 
Best ot all, I haven ' t been sued, 
and no one has firebomb~d my car .. . 
yet. 
Living on your own mav not b~ as 
ea,y as living with the 'rents , but it 
sure gives you a feeling of indepen-
dence, relief, hunger and a crash 
course in home medicine. I love my 
parents very much, but I know 1 could 
not move back home, even if it meant 
iliat 1 had to sell plasma to survive. I 
have not had to do that yet, thank 
God. 
Never expect or assume anything 
you don't know. This relates to the 
previous point and to another. This 
part is where the cheesiness begins. 
When I first met my boyfriend 1 never 
thought I would date him. Just 
because we seemed like different peo-
1 
pIe, and maybe we still are quite : 
unalike, but somehow here 1 am here ~ 
and he is as well.. . at least unW he 1 
reads this column. , 
Other than that 1 can't really say ' 
I've learned too much, except that I ~ 
love tattoos. For my birthday, r 11 be j 
getting a dragon. Now that is my first ' 
definite plan for this summer. : 
As for you who are reading this ': 
column, have a very safe summer. :: 
Practice common sense and use good .: 
judgment when drinking and driving. ' 
Good luck on fmals. Hopefully, we'll ': 
see each other back here. I 
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Editorial 
Board 
~OE HARRIS 
MARY LINDSLEY 
BEN.JAM IN I SRAEL 
CHARMANE MALONE 
BRIAN DOUGLAS 
"Our Opinion" reflects the 
majority opinion of the 
editorial board 
Howto 
Respond 
Mail 
Letters to the Editor 
7940 Natural Bridge 
St. Louis, MO 63121 
Phone 
(314) 516-5174 
Fax 
(314) 516-6811 
Email 
current@jifL'I:.umsl.edu . 
Online 
.www.tbecurrentonline.com 
Letters to the editor 
should be brief and those 
not exceeding 200 words 
will be given preference. 
We edit letters for clarity, 
length and grammar. All 
letters must be signed 
and include a daytime 
phone number. 
<J1re Curren,t 
Guidelines to better the 
UM·St. Louis campus 
The issue: 
The University has a number 
of things it needs to improve 
upon if it wishes to better 
itself. 
We suggest: 
The cost of education is ris -
ing faster and faster making 
it harder for students to go 
to school. The University 
needs more full time 
employees and early retire -
ment rules should be 
obeyed. And SGA should get 
its act together and stop 
wasting students' time and 
money. 
So what do you think? 
Write a letter to the editor 
about this issue or anything 
else on your mind. 
As the semester ends. we'd like to 
share with our readers some of our 
wishes for UM-St. Louis. 
We'd like the state of Mi,souri to 
show a real COITU1utrnent to high-
qUality. affordable higher education 
for its citizens. The costs of educa-
tional ,'ecs and other fees are already 
higher than comparable institutions in 
other states and are rising much faster 
than most residents' paychecks. That 
means that manystudenis leave 
school or take fewer classe ' so they 
can work longer hours. If the econo-
my is , a strong. why can't the state 
legislatu re be committed to using 
some of the state's wealth to make 
attending the University more afford-
able~ 
Maybe as students, we ' re biased, 
but shouldn't there be a greater 
emphasis on teaching at UM-St. 
Louis? While the University spends 
millions on buildings that we may or 
may not need. the number offull-time 
faculty members is dropping. Some 
popular teachel leave for places that 
offer more money. others leave for 
job security or stay not knowing from 
year-to-year whether they'll be here, 
while other hold down part-time 
LETTERS 
teaching jobs at several schools and 
so are hard to contact when we need 
them. We'll have a smaller faculty 
next year due, in part, to early retire-
ments. Does that mean larger class 
izes? 
Speaking of early retirement, 
wouldn't it be nice if we could trust 
the administration to mean what it 
says') When it published the rules 
governing early retirement, the policy 
stated that "Under no circumstances" 
could top administrators take advan-
tage of it and come back next year as 
part-timers. Then it nullS out they 
could. In addition. we seem to 
remember that several years ago, the 
Chancellor instituted budget cuts and 
reallocations as an emergency, one-
time-only measure. Now it's the way 
budgeting is done every year. Does 
the adnunistration think that poorly of 
UM-St. Louis' students memories 
and reading comprehension? And 
does it think that the resulting bad 
publicity is good for the campus? 
Speaking of bad publicity, we'd 
like the Student Government 
see EDITORIAL, page 9 
Poorly-run elections deprived students 
Voting should be a democratic 
process. Unfortunately. UM-St. 
Louis seeks to make a mockery of 
the elections process . This year's 
elections were poorl publicized 
and ran in a manner contrary to the 
goals of an election. 1 visited the U-
Center Lobby at approximately 1:45 
p.m. on Tuesday. April 18,2000. To 
my surprise. there was no poll ing 
facility available there. I then went 
to SSB and Lucas Hal ls (both before 
2:00) and found them aband ned a 
well. I find it di graceful that cam-
pus-wide election w re offered in 
such a lintited time-frame to begin 
with. and closing !lhe polls early did 
a di service to tud nts oming from 
c!asse' or other activities . 
It appears from TIle Currenf:r 
April 17 "Our Opinion" piece that 
infomlation about the candidates 
was not made available in a timely 
manner. We need to be informed of 
our choices. The lack of GA 
debates . along wi th the lack of press 
overage . d.id Dot allow candidate ' 
an adequate forum in which to pre-
sent their views. All year. GA ha 
proven that it is an inefficient orga-
nization unde erving of tudent 
funds. The number of unconte, ted 
rae s along with unfilled SGA rep-
re entative seats show that students 
are tuning SGA out. A campus needs 
an SGA organization that works for 
the tudents. not against them. It· is 
time for a ma sive overhaul of the 
whole organization. and the elec-
tions hould be 'crutinized as to 
their val idity and possibley re-held 
due to the lack of opportunity for 
tudent to cast their ballots and 
make infOlmecl choices. 
-Bethany Cunningham 
You people suck, Tania says 
Hi I It's me, Tania. 
Well people, what can I say') The 
First Student International has been 
decimated I Not by the UMSLRE-
ICH or Marshal Cline, but by the 
Petainist collaboration on your palt. 
Therefore, I totally give up on UM-
S1. Louis and its rotten self-interest-
ed student body. \-Vbat is the matter 
with you people? Are you all on 
dope? Or do you really not care if 
faceles ' corporations -and oppor-
tun istic politicians screw you a 
thousand times over? WelL I gues 
in reall y doesn ' t matter. in fact I 
gue s it never di d matter. I guess 
when people like me. Jean Jaures . 
Rosa Luxemburg, or Camilla Hall 
try to help peopl.e: like you by fight-
ing for your lights, they either get 
laughed at or killed. Well, since you 
people don't care. I see no reason 
why I should waste my time (let 
alone get killed) fighting for your 
rights. Therefore, when the Board of 
Investors raises your school fees 
again or gives all the parking spots 
to the teachers, don't come bitching 
to me about it l Good Bye! Roberto 
o Muelte. Venceremos. 
-Tania II 
SABC's decisions are fair and justified 
Before responding to Ms. 
Hemdon's commentary last week, 
several background facts need to be 
established. First, in all previous 
years the Helping Hands lVIentOling 
was funded by the General 
Operations Budget of the 
University, not the SABC. Second, 
Helping Hands operated on approx-
imately $6,800 last year. This year 
they requested $19,889.50 from the 
SABC, nearly three times their old 
budget. Third, this is the first year 
Helping Hands requested money 
from lhe SABC ... ever. FOUlth, their 
original budget requesl form staled 
their date of official recognition as a 
student group at UM-St. Louis was 
November of 1999. Fifth, and most 
important, the SABC has estab-
lished the practice of linUting the 
allocations of first-time requesting 
organizations to, at most, $500. 
Helping Hands, as stated by Ms. 
Hemdon, is a retention-based orga-
nization. Therefore, the ease could 
be made that the General Operations 
Budget, not the SABC, should fund 
them. Regardless, the SABC 
reviewed the Helping Hands' budget 
request, felt their programs would 
benefit the student body, and agreed 
to allocate the max.imum allowable 
amount of $500 to Helping Hands. It 
is important to note that only one 
other first-time requesting organiza-
tion received the fulJ $500. Did we 
think that Helping Hands might 
deserve more funding? Maybe, but 
we were bound by precedent. The . 
SABC has treated all first-time orga-
nizationsthe saine with respect to 
the cap on first-year funding. The 
race, religion or sexual orientation 
of an organization 's members has 
never mattered. 
At the beginning of the Helping 
Hands' appeal, the SABC told the 
appellants NUMEROUS times 
about · our standard procedure of 
granting at most $500 to organiza-
tions requesting funding for the fIrst 
time. It is true that they were given 
10 ntinutes to appeal, but because of 
precedent we only needed 30 sec-
onds. Rather than waste the remain-
ing 9 1/2 minutes with silence, the 
SABC offered suggestions on how 
Helping Hands could improve their 
request for next year. We were not 
obligated to do so, but thought it 
might benefit a frrst-time organiza-
tion such as Helping Hands. We 
believed we were doing something 
helpful. Members suggested that 
Helping Hands try to make some 
see SHAW, page 9 
May I, 2000 
Reflecting on this 
year's experiences 
T he other day I was looking back on the past year at The Current. To people outside 
of the journalism world, I guess a 
paper's year would be summed up 
by the stories that ran on its pages. 
For myself. though , the year is 
measured with the people behind 
the stories. 
It takes many committed indi-
viduals to turn out a successful 
paper week after 
week. This year, I 
was truly blessed 
with what I believe 
to be The Current's 
best staff ever. 
associate. He filled a larger role by 
serYing as someone who under-
stood what it is like to be in this 
position and was always there for 
good advice. 
To Josh Renaud, I leave the 
position of editor in duef next 
year. You'll be great, and if you 
ever need anything, just remember 
who has all the stroke around here. 
To Brian Douglas, I leave you 
Josh Renaud . As 
managing editor 
next year you two 
will become real 
good friends . 
Support him, be 
there for him, but 
smack him around 
if he deserves 'it. 
Mary Lindsley 
pretty m~uch saved 
nUne and the paper's 
behind at semester. 
She came into the 
managing editor 's 
role at a difficult ~OE H ARRIS 
.. . " ...... , ...... . 
time and made the editor-in-chief 
1 want to thank 
BenjamiJi. Israel for 
raising the level of 
The Current's news 
depaltment. Your 
best of it. As a result, 
the paper became stronger and 
more tight-knit than it ever was 
before. I'll always be indebted to 
you for your service this year. 
Ken Dunkin, I'm sorry it had to 
end the way it did. You'll always 
be considered a member of Tile 
Current, and I'll always consider 
you to be a friend. 
When long-time business man-
ager Pam \Vhite left, there was 
question as to who would fill her 
place. Owais Karamat not only 
took over, but was instrumental in 
erasing a rather large financial 
debt. His work is seldom seen 
within our pages, but without his 
work there would be no pages. 
Tom Wombacher made my life 
easier every week. As ad director, 
Tom is in charge of generating ad 
revenue for the paper. I never had 
to worry that Tom was slacking 
off, because usually his conunis-
sions made his checks larger than 
mine. 
Dave Baugher was last year's 
editor and this year's production 
coverage, your wis-
dom and your anecdotes will be 
!lussed next year. 
The features department con-
tinued to be a highlight of this 
paper. Anne Porter had consider-
able shoes to fill when Amy 
Lombardo left as features editor, 
and she did a great job. Thank you 
to Charmane Malone and Rhashad 
Pittman for helping Anne keep the 
quality of features as high as it 
was. 
A&E was a relatively new 
addition to the paper this year, and 
that wouldn ' t have been possible 
without the contributions from 
Catherine Marquis-Homeyer and 
Cory Blackwood. Catherine is 
simply the best movie reviewer 
I've read. Cory, even though you 
couldn ' t fini sh out the year with 
us. your contributions to A&E will 
live on for many years to come. 
Sports, as everyone on staff 
knows, is my personal baby. You 
see HARRIS, page 9 
A. final farewell to 
'/l f AU 
readers and staff 
Working at The Current is a lot like being on the 
set of a movie. Like 
filmmakers, it's our job to record 
drama, humor and action for a 
particular audience. We follow a 
production schedule and try to 
come in under budget. And. if 
we're lucky, at the 
thing she does for us. She's our 
teacher, our house psychiatrist, 
our source of motherly wisdom, 
and our navigator through the sea 
of UM-St. Louis red tape, and she 
does it all with an endless supply 
of patience and support. Judi, 
your guidance has meant more to 
me than I can say. 
end of it all we 
might get to 
address a large 
audience and thank 
all the people who 
made it possible. 
Unfortunately, 
since we don·t 
have anything akin 
to the Oscars, this 
column will have 
to suffice, 
because---,-just like 
a film-there's a 
lot of people work-
M ARY LINDSLEY 
David Baugher 
has taught me every-
thing I know about 
working here. He 's 
one of the most tal-
ented and principled 
writers this staff has 
ever had. His sense 
of responsibility to 
his interview sub-
jects, his readers and 
his fellow staffers 
runs so deep that he 
is willing to make managing editor 
ing behind the scenes who 
deserve public recognition. 
People like Joe Hanis, our edi-
tor in chief. Joe has often found 
ltimself on the receiving end of 
people's tendency to shoot the 
messenger, but he continued to 
champion the efforts of the staff 
and showed determination and 
enthusiasm when others would 
have crumbled under the pressure. 
He's also a good friend, and I'm 
grateful to him for giving me the 
opportunity of a lifetime when he 
hired me in January. 
Then there's Judi Linville, 
whose title as faculty adviser 
doesn't adequately express every-
huge personal sacri-
fices for their benefit. He is also 
quite possibly the only person in 
America who needs cleats to 
bowl. 
There's Tom Wombacher, our 
advertising director, a guy who's 
al ways even-tempered despite 
having the unenviable job of 
bringing in the bulk of our rev-
enue. I don't think I could have 
stuck it ont as an ad associate as 
long as I did without his constant 
encouragement. . 
Owais Karamat is our business 
manager. He doesn't just keep The 
see LINDSLEY, page 9 
New Cu,"ent editor in chief has big shoes to fill, much stroke Jo eam 
GUEST COMMENTARY 
J O SH RENAUD 
I f you're a regular reader of The Current, you're probably think-ing to yourself, what is this guy 
doing here') I want to see the Under 
Current! Well, to paraphrase our edi-
tor in chief Joe Harris, sorry evelY-
one, sorry. 
So, now that you 're here, I hope 
you'll stick around long enough for 
me to introduce myself and talk to 
you for a bit. My name is Josh 
Renaud. I am the production manag-
er and web editor for The Current, 
which basically means I am responsi-
ble for every aspect of how The 
Current looks from week to week. 
Next year I will be taking the reins 
of The Current from Joe Hanis. Joe is 
leaving some big shoes to fill, and in 
some ways that is a little intimidat-
ing. Let me tell you about the year 
we've had under Joe's leadersltip . 
This year, we totally redesigned 
the newspaper in plint and on the 
web. We wanted the paper's look to 
reflect progress and motion, because 
this is a newspaper that is active and 
growing and always on top of the 
news. In addition, The Current was 
able to run full-color issues far more 
than we have in the past, and we also 
ran· our first entirely-digital issue this 
year. Digital production means this 
year's pages look sharper and cleaner 
than what we've had in years past. 
But Joe accomplished much more 
than that. The Current had excellent 
coverage of some of this year's 
biggest controversies. Joe increased 
the size of the staff by adding an Arts 
& Entertainment department and 
committing to having an entire page 
dedicated to A&E. He also hired the 
paper's frrst web assistant, creating a 
true web department for the first 
time. 
Our 'staff was more diverse this 
year in terms of ethnicity, race, and 
ideology. And Joe also began a train-
ing program to help Current staffers 
get more out of their: time as part of 
the paper. 
So how can I follow up such a fan-
tastic year? Well, 1 think I have the 
answer. In 2000-200 I, The CL.rrent is 
going to continue to push forward in 
all the areas we have been making 
progress in: better news coverage, 
featme stories that will interest and 
benefit students, a vibrant website 
that students will want to use every-
day, and a newspaper that is attractive 
to look at and read. We will strive to 
improve every department and func-
tion of the paper. 
Most importantly, though, The 
Current is going to reach out to you, 
the reader. Many students don tread 
The Current or realize that UM.-St. 
Louis has one of th~ best student 
papers in the state. Next year, that 
will change. We are going to have a 
large presence on campus because we 
want to meet you, the reader. We 
want to serve you better, talk to you 
more, and find out what it is you want 
from yom newspaper. 
Maybe you' re reading ' this and 
thiHking you might like to be a part of 
all this. If that's the case, then by all 
means, please give us a call at 516-
5174. The Current offers so many 
opportunities. I have been changed 
by my time here so far, and I can only 
imagine how I will grow as a result of 
the' challenges of next year. 1 know 
the experience could do the same for 
you. 
So, whether you are a beloved 
reader or a part of the staff, I want to 
say thanks for this past year. It's been 
incredible. Now let's get ready for 
next year a·nd work our tails off to 
make the paper better than it's ever 
been before. We've got all the stroke. 
.~ 
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Rivermen roul arr·s-Stowe 
15-3 win called after 
eighth be~ause of 12 
run nwrcy rule 
BY NICK BoWMAN 
staff associate 
UM-St. Louis defeated Harris 
Stowe State 15-3 in a non-conference 
game Tuesday. 
"We tried to use this game to warm 
us up for a very tough final stretch of 
conference games," said Jim Brady, 
Rivermen head coach. "We need to 
stay sharp for these last season 
garnes.'l 
Against the first batter, Rivermen 
starter Tim Stringer battled to a full 
count before forcing a pop-out, and 
striking out the next two men in suc-
cession. Stringer struggled with his 
accuracy all day. 
Darren BruneI The C",,"17( 
'Tim is a much better pitcher than 
he showed today," said Brady. "He 
. did a good job battling, but we can' t 
afford to fall behind batters that 
much." 
The Rivermen came out swinging, 
with senior Tyler Bates laying down a 
soft bunt, and tuming on the after-
burners to reach fITSt base early in the 
first inning. Bob Stehman inproved 
his .425 batting mark, firing a shot 
right at the Harris-Stowe hurler to 
reach first, Bates advanced to second. 
Trent Wesley drove Bates home with 
a RBI double to wrap up scoring in 
the first. 
Riverman second baseman Tyler Bates attempts to scoop up the ball despite a diving Bellarmine player in a game earlier this season. 
In bottom of the second Steluuan 
reached fust, and after a Andy Warden 
walk, senior Scott Luczak ripped a 
two run single to set the score at 3-0. 
The Homets led off the third 
inning with a solo shot from the bat of 
Greg Bunton before being retired. 
In the bottom half, Bob Christian 
scored both Wesley and first baseman 
Nick Post on another pitcher-oriented 
single, ,md Norman M,mn hit a two 
J;UIl single in the left alley to set the 
GLVe athletic directors approve of 
annual allocations dispersement 
BY CHRIS B UNCE 
special to 77Je Cun"l?nt 
In a conference wide survey, it is 
an overall consensus that all the ath-
letic directors in the Great Lakes 
Valley Conference are pleased with 
the money that they recei e from the 
conference. 
In 1997, lTh1-St. Louis joined the 
GLVC. while also appointing a new 
athletic director in Pat Dolan. It cost 
$10,000 to join the Great Lal~e 
Valle Conference and each school 
must Pit. $10.000 in aIlIlual dues . 
Over the past three years. on the 
average UM-St. Louis has received 
anywhere from $4,000-$9,000. This 
year, the Rivermen look to receive 
anywhere from $7,000-$13.000. 
All of the athletic directors feel 
that the money is split very evenly 
and feel that the conference has 
become very competitive since the 
new additions three years ago. The" 
fimmcial state of the GLVC seems to 
be pretty good. 
"1 feel that the conference is pret-
ty stable," UM-Si. Louis Athletic 
• Director Pat Dolan said. '"r would 
like to see the reserves up to 
$100,000, which would help out in 
the long run." According to Dr. 
David Huffman, Athletic Director of 
the Indianapolis Greyhounds, he 
feels that competition is the key to 
receiving the nece sary larger shares 
of money. 
·The team that wins there confer-
ence tournament should receive a 
larger share than the rest." Huffman 
said. 
The main goal, thougb, is to ben-
efit the smaller schools like UM-St. 
Loui and Lewis University, so that 
recruiting outside of their respt;cted 
states would become more financial-
lyobtainable. 
Another area that is heavily being 
talked about \\~thin the GLVC is 
travel. The smaller schools and 
sometimes the larger schools spend 
so much money on travel that it cuts 
out money from their scholarship 
budget. LIM-St. Louis is the most 
southwestern state in the conference, 
always on the road to such states as 
Kentud .. )', Wisconsin, Indiana, and 
illinois. 
Tennis team finishes a team-high 
third in the GIVe tournament 
BY DAVE KINWORTHY 
staff editor 
The Rivermen's tennis team fin -
ished up the season \vith a 7-2 mark 
in the Great Lakes Valley 
Conference and placed a team-high 
third in !;he tournament. 
"It was acceptable." Head Coach 
Rick Gyllenborg said. "TIlere was no 
disappointment finishing: third. 
When we got by Northem Kentucky, 
we were very ready both mentally 
and physically.'· 
UM-St. Louis entered the tourna-
ment seeded third and defea ted 
Northem Kentucky in the fust round 
6-3. 
The Rivemlen then ventured on 
in the semifinals to face Indianapolis. 
but were defeated 0-5. 
Coming off of the defeat. the 
Rivermen rebounded in the third-
place match to soundly defeat 
Bellal1nine 5-l. 
' 'Talentwise, this is the best teanl 
that I have had in five years," 
Gyllenborg said. 
Capping off the season. two 
Rivermen were selected to the lill 
GLVC First Team. TIle two were 
senior Scott Goodyear for the second 
consecutive year and junior college 
transfer Josh Heape. 
"Scott had a very good year." 
Gyllenborg said. "I don' t remember 
a match that he lost tItis year til at he 
should have won. The people that he 
was losing to were a ton of good 
players. He had an up-and-down 
year.'· 
The Rivermen will lose w·ee 
seniors from the squad this season 
including Goodyear, Andy Forinash 
and Townsend Morris. 
score at 5-l. 
Stringer began to self-destruct in 
the fourth inning. throwing two bean-
balls and walking in a score before 
retiring the side. 
In the bottom of the fifth, Warden 
punished the Homets for dealing him 
his HUrd \valk of the day, stealmg .sec-
ond base before scoring on a two-run 
double off the bat of Wesley. Bates , 
who also walked, accounted for the 
other nm. Post followed with a two-
run single making it 9-l. 
Reliever Seth Hawkins took over 
for Stringer in the sixth and shut down 
the Homet offense. 
The Rivermen carried their hot 
bats well into to seventh liming, again 
starting off with a Warden walk. 
Mann drove him bome with a stand up 
double. 
The eight inning proved to be the 
last, as the Rivermen got hit after hit 
to amass a 15-3 lead. 
The game was called after a 
Warden RBI single, when the officials 
stopped play due to the 12-lUn lUle. 
When a team gains a 12-run lead in a 
nine-inning game, or a lO-run lead in 
a seven-itming ganle, the came is con-
sidered official, and the leading team 
is awarded the victory. 
Darren Brunei n... (11m-Ill 
Ashley Tooley keeps her foot o n the bag to get a Bellarmine would be baseru nner. 
Softball team finishes strong 
Riuerwom.en go 3-1 in final four games, earn Sb ... 1b seed in GLVe Tourney 
BY RACHAEL QUIG LEY 
staff associate 
It's been a long, hard road for the 
Utvl-St. Louis softball team. but tile 
regular season is over as the 
Riverwomen went 3-1 in their last four 
non-conference gmues. 
First up for UM-St. Louis was a 
trip to Jefferson City on April 22. 
where they played a double-header 
against Lincoln. 
Kathleen Rogoz picked up her 17th 
win as the Riverwomen beat Lincoln 
6-1 in the first grmlc. 
Sara Mauck recorded two RBIs 
and Andrea Wlrh."Us, Kalhleen Rogoz. 
Allison Maurer, and Andrea Sczurko 
each picked up one RBI. 
For the second game, DM-SL 
Louis got its 1tilting going and obliter-
ated Lincoln 10-l. 
Wirh.llS had a great game. connect-
ing for a home run and five RBrs. 
Maurer also belted a home lUn and 
was the winning pilcher for the 
Riverwomen. 
"We came into these game and 
played very welL'· . oftball head oach 
Lesa Bonee· said. ·'We hit the ball 
well, had good base lUnning. and 
solid defe nse. I was pleased with the 
perfomlance ... 
TIle Riverwomen retumed to St. 
Louis and headed across the bridge to 
face LindeIlwQO(l on April 25. 
UM-St. Loui picked up the Witl in 
the first game. 3- 1. as Rogoz recorded 
her 18th \,·in. 
Sara Mauck picked up two more 
RBf along \vith Allison Maurer. 
who broughl in one run. 
l! took eight innings for 
Lindenwood t6 pull out the win. 3--+. 
as Ku bier picked up her seventh loss 
of tile season. 
·'In tile tirst game. we did not play 
well at all.·· Bonee· said. ··For the sec-
ond game. we can1e out and played a 
little berter but lost by one run. We had 
the opportunity but didn't close the 
door." ' 
UM-St. Louis ends the regulm sea-
son 26-1 6 and 10-8 in the Great Lakes 
Valley Conference. 
The ixth-seedec1 Riverwomen 
will head to l oilet. Ill. to compete in 
the GLVC (Qummuent mld will play 
third-seeded SIU-Edwardsville for 
their first game. 
··1 want to play well. hit the ball 
aggressively, have good defense, and 
. olid ba:erunning." Bonee' said. "I 
want the team to play like I know they 
can. I think we·re more than capable 
of placing in the top four." 
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Upcotning 
Gaines 
Baseball 
at Kent. Wesleyan (DH) 
noon, Sat. , lYial' 6 
at Kent. Wesleyan 
nooiZ, Sun, May 7 
at GLVC ChamRionship 
. t.b. a., Thur. -Sun, 1m 
11-£4 
GLVC 
Standings 
Baseball 
Team 
South Division 
1) UM-St . Louis 
2) Quincy 
3) SIU-Edwardsville 
4) Southern Indiana 
5) Kentucky Wesleyan 
6) Bellarmine 
North Division 
i) 'ndianapolis 
2) Saint Joseph's 
3l'UPU -Ft. Wayne 
4 Lewis 
5) Wisc.-Parkside 
6) Northern Kentucky 
Softball 
Team 
11 Wisconsin-Parkside 
2 Lewis 
3) SIU-Edwardsville 
4) Southern Indiana 
5) Quincy 
6) UM-St. Louis 
7) Northern Kentucky 81 Bellarmine 
9 Indianapolis 
10) Saint Joseph's 
11) Kent. Wesleyan 
12) IUPU-Ft. Wayne 
GLVC 
15-5 
14-6 
13-7 
11-8 
6-14 
2-17 
14-6 
12-8 
10-10 
10-10 
6-14 
6-14 
GLVC 
15-3 
16-4 
16-6 
16-6 
13-9 
10-8 
7-10 
8-12 
7-13 
7-15 
3-16 
3-19 
Columnist rememb·ers the prev·ous year's highlights 
LATEST Scoop 
DAVE KINWORT HY 
T he 1999-2000 year has come to an end with too much still going 011. I wish that the 
semester, minus all of the academic 
stuff that all students are suppose to 
be here for, could still go on and The 
Current could still print an issue next 
week. 
I hate to leave unprinted how well 
the men's baseball team,· under the 
guidance of Head Coach Jim Brady, 
did in the Great Lakes Valley 
Conference Toumament mld as they 
could possibly head to the College 
World Series on a tear for their des-
tiny. The men's ba5eball tearn has 
been miraculous this season and 
deserves only the best. 
Coach Brady, you deserve another 
championship. May your kind words 
of wisdom and your enthusiasm for 
the game get you there. Your pla.yers 
bave always heen the top-of-the-line. 
but without such a great coach. UM-
St. Louis baseball would not be the 
samc. 
It feels like this is my last semes-
ter at UM-St. Louis, but to all of you 
sports haters, too bad because I still 
have one more year at UM-St. Louis. 
Joe Harris. the fomler editor in chief 
may not be here anymore. but he still 
has a remm·kable int1uence and take 
on sports in the 5t. Lou is mea. Joe. 
tIlankS for all of the memories at The 
Current. Your dedication in the 
sports depmtment and layollt was 
great and you deserve only the best. 
Although working here for three 
years makes it seem like I have been 
here for an eternity, the invaluable 
reporting experie nce that I have 
gained through various contacts has 
been great. 
This season has been ~'.:: iting for 
all of UM-St. Louis athletes and fans. 
The Vv·omen 's basketball team this 
season made it to the second round of 
the NCAA Division II Tournament 
and for the fIrst time under the guid-
ance of Head Coach Shelly Ethridge. 
the women have become the domi-
nant team in the GLVC Filling the 
shoes of all of the departing senior 
could b a problem, but replacing 
First-team A ll GLVC player 
Tawanda Dmu el could be more thml 
just a little hassle. Daniel sparked the 
Ri verwomen this ea} on through her 
hustle and dedicated play. Even 
though a mid-season slump hindered 
her point total for the ye.ar, she still 
managed to excel in the toumament. 
The Rivem1en·s basketball team 
w::s fantastic this season as UM -St. 
Louis finally leml1ed what it took to 
playa team game. Terence Herbert: 
UM-St. Louis thanks you and your 
fam.ily fo r raising such a quality ath-
lete OIl and off the Court. Yuur hUI1l-
blenes,; for tbe ganle is great. 
The new Head Coach Lesa 
Banee ' for tbe softball tel m ba<; 
sparked an energetic response from 
the women's team this season. 
Although it will take a little time to 
have players ge t use to your style of 
play, he patient Coaeh Bonee ' . It will 
payoff in the long run. 
Kathleen Rogoz, the feahlfe last 
week did not even do you enough 
justice for your play this season for 
the softball team. You are the leader 
and will go down as the leader this 
season. Your determination for the 
gmne of softball imd the way you 
play, leaving it all out on the field, 
makes you a champion in the minds 
of all UM-St. Louis sports lovers. 
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Upcolning 
Movies 
May 
5 
Me Myself I 
Up at the Villa 
East is East 
Gtadiator 
The Basket 
Virgin Suicides 
12 
Human Traffic 
Battlefield Earth 
Held Up 
East-West 
The Last September 
12 
Small Time Crooks 
Road Trip 
Dinosaur 
The Color of Paradise 
Up at the Villa 
The Big Kahuna 
Alternative 
Fillns 
May 
4 
"Kurt and Courtney" 
Webster University Film 
Series 
Documentary by Nick 
Broomfield, about Kurt 
Cobain which widow 
Courtney Love tried to have 
pulled from distribution. 
5 
"Heidi Fleiss" 
Webster University Film 
Series 
Documentary about the 
"Hollywood Madam" 
6 
"Aileen Wuornos - The 
Selling of a Serial Killer" 
Webster Unversity Film 
Series 
Documentary about fl5rt 
feamle serial killer, and 
those who profited from her 
story. 
Do.you like 
to write 
music 
reviews? 
Come work 
for us! Call 
516·5174 for 
'11 more details! 
t 
"11te Curren t 
HITS 
THE 
ARK 
BY CATHERINE 
MARQUiS-HOMEYER 
,taff editor 
r-----::'U::-:.5~7::-:'1:-' ---,. .. ~ played out in a humm 
md believable way that keeps 
the characters realistic and sup-
May 1, 2000 
"U-S7 1 ,. is a f~t and fran tic taJe 
about WWll sailors commandeering a 
Nazi submari ne in order to capture ar1 
"Enigma" code machi.ne. the machine 
the Nazis used to send messages 
through an unbre:akable code. Starting 
out \vith only a title card to ex.plain 
what the Enigma machine wa~ and no 
other opening credits, the film launches 
onto its arc of il~:ion anJ gripping sus-
pense almost immediately. This histori-
cal film is fiction - the capture of a 
Gennan sub was a plan that was never 
carned out and the Enigma code was 
actuaJly cracked by a te~un of British 
code breakers. working furiously in a 
secret location - 3I1d the fact that the 
film ' end credits do not make this clear 
is the film" major hOl1coming. 
Nonetheless. the movie is a yarn of 
adventure. heroics, and edge-of-your-
seat suspense Oil the high sea that lacks 
nothing ~ action entertainment. 
Length: 135 min. 
Rated: PG-13 
Our opinion: **** 
send a me sage asking for help from 
neighboring German warships. Allied 
forces intercept the message, and 
although they cannot decode it, they 
deduce that it is from tl1e su,b and set out 
to locate it before German forces C3I1 
reach their crippled vessel. The Allies 
ar'e able to locate the sub by its signal, 
but are unaware of the extent or nature 
of its damage. 
ports the action and suspense to corne. 
The film is paced fast and builds 
suspense so well that the tale is gripping 
and exciting beginning to end, with 
hardly a pause. The crew is well played 
as heroic yet believable men, in a way 
that is pelfect for the story. Bill Paxton 
arld Harvey Keitel, as Chief, are espe-
cially good in their roles , presenting in 
thelr characters the right kind of steely-
eyed but human leaders who bring out 
the best in their crew. The lighting, the 
dark look of the sub's interior, the pace 
of the action, the editing, and the music 
are all near perfect for the movie. The 
action sequences ar'e spectacular and 
dramatic, if a little beyond believable, 
as they usually are in action movies 
now. 
ABOVE: Lt. Andrew Tyler (Matthew McConaughey) and the 
crew of the 5-33, which includes Rabbit (Will Estes), Wentz 
(Jack Noseworthy), and Lt. Hirsch (Jake Weber), embark on a 
dangerous top-secret mission. 
BELOW: A World War 1\ American submarine and its crew set 
out on a daring mission to capture a top-secret Nazi decoding 
device from a German submarine. 
A the movie open . a WW11 
German ub is under alta k by Allied 
force in the tlantic Ocearl. Although 
the sub escapes, it is everely crippled 
and uses its Enigma code machine: to 
On American show _ Lt. Andy Tyler 
(Mathew McConaughey) has just 
learned he will not be getting his own 
command because his comm3I1ding 
officer. Lt. Commander Dahlgren (Bill 
Pax.ton) did not feel he was ready, when 
they [Uld the crew are called on to set 
au! in their sub to reach the disabled 
Germ,m boat. with the intention of cap-
turing its Enigma machine. The tension 
that already exi_ts on the sub between 
these two men is incre ed by the pre~ ­
enc of some extra personnel on board 
to a: ist with the Gennan sub' capture. 
The dramatic ten 'ion among the crew is 
The idea of m action 3I1d suspense 
film set on a submarine is not original, 
as it was done previously and very suc-
cessfully in the Germm film "Das 
BOl1t" lThe Boat). But U-571 is as good 
as enteltainment as that previous film, 
if a little less realistic with its showy 
action sequences. "U-571 " provides 
non-stop excitement 3I1d quite a good 
story to boot. 
CONCERT REVIEW 
If Madison NIN concert is any indication, 
St. Louis has much to look forward to 
BY PATRICK W E STON 
special /0 Tile Current 
Nine Inch ails is e entiaJly two 
different bands. One is composed of 
Trent Reznor and whatever engineers 
and producers he happens to be work-
ing with at the time. This band is 
responsible for NIN's recorded output 
The second is the live tran btion of 
Nine Inch Nails, cunently combining 
Reznor with longtime collaborators 
Robin Finck, Charlie Clouser 3I1d 
Darmy Lohner, as well as new ilium-
mer Jerome Dillon. What is often 
overlooked is that the latter does not 
merely replay the recorded matelial in 
a live setting. Ratller, the group rein-
terprets md res1lu ctures songs, often 
creating very different compositions. 
Fans get into the NIN show in Madison, Wis., on April 22. 
Viola's footage perfectly compliment-
ed the ambimce of'Th Great 
Below" and the Debussy variation "La 
Mer," furthering tbe grmdeur of the 
show. 
"There are so mm}' things going on 
visually and audibly. It's the most 
ambitious tlling I'\'e done on an arena 
tour," said stage manager Rocko 
Reedy according to the Columbus 
Dispatch. 
The set closed Vv'ith concen stan-
dards "\%ill," "Closee ' arld "Head 
Like A Hole" placed beside the avant-
garde instnnnentals "Complication" 
and 'The Mark Has Been Made." The 
band took a short break before Remor 
retUlned to the stage. 
"Some of the original NlN songs 
have a different feel to them because 
Jerome' s involved," said Finck as 
reported by the Beacon JOllma!. 'The 
fIrst day we got together and played 
through some of the Oliginal songs 
like 'Wish' or 'Down in It' [md it] was 
quite a charge." 
On Aplil 22, the live version of 
Nine Inch Nails and their Fragility 
v2.0 tour stopped in Madison, Wis., to 
perfOlm at the Dane County Expo 
Center. ElToneously portrayed as a 
typical rock concel1, what actually 
trmspired was 10,000 fans witnessing 
one of the most innovative and intense 
combinations of music and ar1 that 
money can buy 
By the time Nine Inch Nails took 
the stage, the entire front of the venue 
had been enclosed in a black CUltain so 
that nothing could be seen. As the 
introductOl), notes of "Somewhat 
Damaged," the fIrst track from NlN's 
recent double-disc opus 'The Fragile," 
were played, various s1l'obe lights 
began to flash, illuminating the bmd's 
silhouettes. Each time Reznor's shape 
was seen, the crowd responded in a 
cry, begging mm to emerge from 
behind the cUl1ain. However, the cur-
tain remained in place until the end of 
the song and the backing sample from 
Pretty Hate Machine's "Tenible Lie" 
begm. 
"Terrible Lie" was followed by 
another Pretty Hate Machine song, 
"Sin," wmch featured an opening key-
board segue. Both songs were adapted 
from the album versions as Dillons' 
drurruning replaced the original 
machine-like beats. 
Downward Spiral as well as The 
Fragile staple 'The Wretched" while 
rotating strobe lights, fog machines 
md LCD screens provided visual 
effects engineered by norie other thm 
Pink Floyd's former lighting director. 
The effects, however, were no match 
for video artist Bill Viola's stunning 
"We just discussed tlUs backstage 
md it was unanimously decided that 
this is by far the best crowd of the 
tour," Remor said. TI1e audience was 
visibly pleased. 
The perfolmance ended with m 
encore of 'The Day The World Went 
Away" md a ravishing rendition of the 
upcoming single "Starfuckers Inc," 
Nine Inch Nails closed their show with 
"Hurt," the emotional ' ending to The 
Downward Spiral. "If I could start 
again / A million miles away/ I would 
keep myself / I would fInd a way," 
'MET.A.MOR. PHIC' 
While listening to METAMORPHIC, yOll may be distract-
ed by the familiarity of the rust track, "1 Got That." liller straining 
your brain 3I1d replaying the track a couple times you may realize 
that it sounds sllspiciously similar to the Jodeci track. "Gatta 
Love," from its flrst album "Forever My Lady" Now look at the 
CD cover again and look at the name of the artist and think a little 
harder - Dalvin Degrate. 
Dalvin Degrate-aka Mr. Dalvin of the now defunct group 
lodeci-has released his solo project MET.A.MOR.PHIC l1lis is 
the third solo project to fonn from Jodeci. Brotherduel, K-Ci and 
Jo Jo have two albums. Though Jodeci never officially broke up, 
it's been five year's since the group has worked together. Now 
begrate has broken out with his solo album- METAMORPHJC. 
The last track, "Love Bites ," is a remake of a classic from 
'80s rock group Def Leppard. The masterful blend of passion-fused 
. harmonies and unnerving guitar riffs clearly bears witness that 
Degrate is willing to take risks with his freshmm album. 
The aJbum's strengths, aJong with its daring risks, are its bal-
lads. "Long Day" md "I Can't Help It" ar'e hot and will have the 
pleasure of being overplayed by radio stations this sununer. 
Degrate worked with his brother, Davante, also from Jodeci. 
The brothers teamed up to do "Dar1gerous." 
MET.AMOR.PHIC, if marketed well, will do well. Degrate 
is definitely talented-he wrote md produced this aJb um. TIle only 
challenge to Degrate, former J odeci member, is to discover his own 
unique sound. 
-Chatmane Malone 
NlN went on to perform songs 
from Broken and 1994's The 
. work. Viola, previously featured in 
places such as ilie Modem ' Art 
Museum of Amsterdam, used three 
huge LCD Sony Jumbotron screens 
broken into a triptych to display his 
work during the middle of NIN's set. 
. Remor sang before leaving the stage. 
Nine Inch Nails is coming to St. 
Louis later tlUs summer. 
fRadford' 
Do you feel like a star now? _ 
That may be so .. .. that may not be so. That is the question 
that Radford asks in the inside cover of its self-titled CD. 
Break-ups have never sounded so good. Either that, or 
destlUctive relationships have never been so inviting. All the l)'lics 
to the songs on tlUs CD focus one person and the act of letting go 
of that one subje~t as the subject appears to be letting go of the lead 
singer. And the lead singer did wIite all the songs. God help him in 
his misery. . 
The outcome of tbat misery UlffiS out quite well and worth a 
listen. 
Most of the inu'os to the cuts ar'e heavy with guitars that sub-
side into a rather calm first verse. The ChOlUS picks up the guitar 
with a head-bmlging melody that flows well with the words. 
Some of the songs break tlUs trend such as "Fly." This song, 
like a sad, lingering last kiss, leaves you with a sense a loss and dis-
appearar1ce. The song, slow enough to make this sensation last, 
picks up the mood by following with a mystic adventure that cli-
maxes to hea';), guitar. Appropriately, this cut, "Stand on the 
Moon," is very much needed. The words may not be happy, but the 
upbeatness makes that all right. 
The last piece ends the album with the words, "Now that 
you're gone." TI1e melody, tempo md music may be gone. They 
will linger in the head, creating desire to listen to Raiiford again and 
again. 
-Anne Porter 
'Crooked Fingers' 
Late last year, the Archers of Loaf broke up. One of the 
most influential indie rock bmds of the 1990s, the Archers ended 
its eight-year run with 1998's "White Trash Heroes." "Heroes" 
saw the band 1lying to pull its sound in fOlII directions at once, 
resulting in a disjointed 3I1d eclectic group of songs that more 
resembled a musical suicide note rather thm an album. 
Fortunately, former lead singer/guitarist Eric Bachmmn 
has blUshed ilie ashes of the Archers from his shoulders and has 
returned with his fIrst solo record under the name "Crooked 
Fingers." "Crooked Fingers'" eponymous debut is a more cohe-
sive form of what Bachmarm was striving for on the last Archers 
album, with orchestration and melody replacing feedback and 
distortion . 
However, what tlUly sets "Crooked Fingers" apart from 
countless other solo projects is Baclunann's gift of verse. On 
songs like "Black Black Ocean" and "Juliette," his words of 
despair and combustion are more akin to a pre-bourbon Tom 
Waits than Pavement Truly, "Crooked Fingers',' has put out one 
of the best albums in recent memory. Bachmann puts it best, 
"sickness never felt so ri ght" 
-Travis Bursik 
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Latest album from 
loca.1 band· Colony 
'worth supporting 
'Human Traffic' is thought-provoking, 
hilarious look at youth weekend culture 
BY MARY LINDSLE" 
senior editor 
Pop music is a dangerous category 
of music to play. Not even punk 
music, with its messages of anarchy, or 
rock 'n' roU, which glOlifies all that is 
decadent about music, even comes 
close to the threat of knowing you 
could be just a few notes away from 
sounding like every other pop band 
that has access to a four-track recorder. 
On their latest effort, "Starting To," 
Colony is able to look this danger 
square in the eye and stare it down. 
The St. Louis-based group's six-song 
CD takes the basic foundations of the 
pop genre and builds on it in such a 
way to fonn a sound that's completely 
its own. 
Simply put, this CD is a catchy lit-
tle sucker. The quartet (singer/guitarist 
Ted Bruner, guitarist Jon Annstrong, 
drummer Matt Hickenbotham and 
new bassist Andy Conrad) has assem-
bled a collection of infectious melodies 
that will stick in your head long after 
you've turned your stereo off. These 
songs, however, go well beyond being 
just bouncy little ditties. The titIe track, 
for example, has an edginess to its 
sound and a dry wit in its lyrics 
("witches in my oatmea1/oatrneal on 
Artist: Colony 
Label: Independent 
Our opinion: ***~ 
my favorite shirtll hied to please you 
dear/I guess I made. a better jerk"), not 
to mention a great guitar hook. 
The band follows through with 
equally solid melodies on "Natalie" 
and "Tied." Although the effects in the 
beginning or "Stare" are distracting, 
the song quickly evolves to be more 
on par with the other tracks. 
The CD's two remaining songs 
aren't quite as well done as the rest. On 
"Happy," the contrast between the sar-
casm of the lyrics and the peppiness of 
the music doesn't have quite the irony 
that it could have had to make it more 
effective. The triteness of "Sweet as 
Candy" extends beyond the title and 
into the song as a whole. 
• Still, despite a couple of weaker 
h'acks, "Starting To" is worth plunking 
down a few bucks at your local music 
store. You'll be supporting a local 
band that has more than paid its dues, 
while getting a CD that's just the right 
soundtrack for cruising in your car 
over tile swnmer. 
BY CATHERINE 
MARQUiS-HOMEYER 
staff editor 
. "Human Traffic" is a tenific film, 
a comedy about five 20-somethings 
leaving their McJobs behind for a 
weekend of frill and freedom. The 
film is set in Cardiff, Wales, a British 
working-class city, and, much like 
cities everywhere, the weekend for 
the young means rave parties, pub-
bing and clubbing non-stop, with 
highs and lows of all sorts for dura-
tion of the weekend. The film is very 
funny, visually dynamic and remark-
ably insightful in its story of five 
friends making their way though life, 
stifled by their jobs but freed by their 
friendships. The film has elements of 
the films "(J{)" and 'Trainspotting," 
but is its own affecting, dazzling ver-
sion of that common theme. 
The story is narrated by Jip (John 
Sirnm) who starts us off on a wild ride 
by introducing us to his friends and 
their current problems, in a very 
funny, kinetic, tongue-in-cheek way. 
In sparklingly hwnorous vignettes, 
we learn that Lulu (Lorraine 
Pilkington) is beautiful but keeps 
falling for losers who mistreat her; 
Koop (Shaun Parkes) works in a 
music store but dreams of being a DJ 
and is obsessively jealous of his girl-
friend Nina; Nina (Nicola Reynolds) 
is bright and popular but suffocating 
in her fast-food job; and Moff (Danny 
Length: 99 min. 
Rated: R 
Our opinion: **** 
Dyer) is drifting along living at home 
with his parents . As for Jip, his prob-
lem is "Mr. F1oppy" ... you get the pic-
ture. When the weekend comes, these 
five all flock together to hunt down 
the best parties for 48 hours of unre-
lenting togetherness and freedom. 
Although the film is a comedy, it 
has its more serious side too. These 
characters are as real and fully devel-
oped as any you'll see, and the 25-
year-old, fmt-time writer/director, 
Justin Kenigan, is clearly speaking 
from his heart and experience. The 
dazzling visuals support both the 
emotional content and the hwnor of 
each scene, using techniques from 
music videos, combing film and 
video, realism WitIl fantasy, to make 
his points, but not lose the nanati ve of 
the story. At one point in their club-
bing, the friends talk about taking the 
drug Ecstasy. I've never seen a more 
believable exploration of why young 
people might take drugs, what the 
experience is like, and why drugs are 
ultimately dangerous. The subject is 
presented in an honest way, free of 
melodramatics, but even here, 
tongue-in-cheek hwnor abounds, 
because some things can be said more 
Koop (Shaun Parkes) works in a music store, but dreams of 
being a OJ. Koop is a friend of the main character, Jip (John 
Simm). 
powelfully with humor. As they go 
through their weekend together, the 
five friends evolve and cbange, dis-
covering things about each other and 
themselves, while always keeping the 
audience amused as we come to care 
about them. 
This film achieves what last year's 
"Body Shot~" purported to but failed 
to do. This comedy is a heck of a 
debut film for Kenigan, showing a 
level of Oliginality and command of 
narTative technique beyond many 
experienced directors. Kenigan's. 
honesty and dark humor about these ' 
young people's lives, the strong narTa- . 
tive of the story, and tme perfor- · 
mances from his actors combine with . 
his skill as a director to create a story . 
that is side-splittingly fUlmy and . 
thought provoking at the same time. 
An interview with Colony 
BY ANNE PORTER 
stajfedito I' 
Colony, a local SL Louis alternative 
band, fonned in 1989, in Ted Bruner's 
basement. Since then, Colony relocat-
ed to Columbia, Mo., signed with 
MCA records who dropped them after 
rele<lSing their album, hired a new 
bassist and, in the near futw·e. plan to 
release a new album. 11li.s is their story. 
completely happy \:vith the mix. It did-
n't turn out. We came back from 
California, and they mixed it for a 
show. It didn't come out exactly how 
we wanted it. It's close to how we want 
it. 
Campus Connections 
is coming! 
TC What is you favorite club? 
Bruner: My favorire club has got 
to be the Blue Note in Columbia. 
That's where we started. that's where 
the ball got rolling. that's where MCA 
saw us. There are a lot of great clubs 
around town- the Side Door and 
Blueberry Hill (The Duck Room). 
Campus Connections, the UM-St. 'Louis student directory, will be published this fall. If you wish to have your 
phone number kept out of the directory, please be sure to call the Office of the Registrar to have it removed. 
Te: How did you all decide to fornl 
a band. 
Campus Connections is also a great place to reach students through advertising! If you would be interested in 
placing an ad in Campus Connections, please call us at 516-5316. 
Dates Colony will perfonn: 
I ",Th<I BOOler:' I jnst decided to put a 
band together and found some guys. 
and we finally got just one song 
together. It took about two months, and 
we played it at a variety show at 
Lafayette High School. Matt 
Hickenbothanl and I went to UNl-
Columbia and met John Stuller (the 
fonner bassist). We got signed by 
MCA, got dropped by MCA and 
switched to a new bass player. By the 
time we recorded, we had a new 
SOlllld. We changed our sound from 
being on the road and a full-time band. 
It sounds a lot differenL but it's still 
pop. 
Sat. May 6- Duck Room 
Sat. May 10- Soulard 
Sun. May 21- Pointfest 
Tues. !vlav 23- Blue Note 
Fri. May 26- The Side Door 
ADS PAY. 
LUCAS HUNT VILLAGE 
TC: How is the style different? 
Bruner: It's edgier. I think ,ve went 
on the road and from playing in front 
of no one, and we got to see a lot of 
bands. What we really ended loving 
was the intensity of the stage. We were 
focused on RE.M. (acoustic) sOWld 
and heard the Radiohead (sound). 
1 Bedroom Rates starting at $360.00 
2 Bedroom Rates starting at $410.00 
Free Heat & 
Hot V.,rater 
Privacy 
Gate 
Bus Stop 9 Laundry 
Facilities 
TC How is the response to the new 
sound? 
Tennis 
Court 
Pool Volleyball 
Area 
Bruner: It's a mix. We lost a little 
of the crowd who liked the more mel-
low stuff and gained the crowd that 
likes the heavier stuff. 
TC Is the song "Sweet as Candy" 
the new single? 
Bruner: That's what (FNI lOLl) 
Tile River has been playing. We are not 
CALL NOW! 
.-----381-0550 
PERFECT FOR STUDENTS! 
SUMMER POSITIONS A VAILABLE 
BEGIN IMMEDIATELY 
RX Technology - The industry leader in 
amusement/souvenir photography 
is looking for the right people for its 
2000 season staff in Eureka, MO 
EARN UP'TO $12 PER HOUR! 
No experience necessary 
Are you good with people 1 
Are yOU highly motivated! 
We offer: fun, teamwork, competition, camaraderie 
Call 1 (800) 340-1995 Today! 
or apply directly at www.rxtechnology.com 
Dance Fever 
Laclede's Landing 
Thurs. - Sat. 
Sun. - Wed. 
10 p.m. - 2 a. m. 
9 p.m. - 1 a.m. 
All U Can Drink 
Well Dr inks and Draft 
Thurs. No Cover 
wi Collef.!e ID <... 
Fri. - Ladies Nite 
No Cover for ladies 
Buy cup for $8.50, refills on well drinks or Bud, BudHght, & 
Killians - no charge 
New 2ND Floor 
D nee 
Biggest Dance Floor 
on The Landing 
5,000 Square Feet 
Club 
Laffite's on the Landing 
809 N. Second St. 
Laclede's Landing 
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'Caliendo to return next year 
Professor signs contract, Mock 
Trial team gets new lease on life 
BY BENJAMIN ISRAEL Caliendo said he would prefer a 
tenured position, but none is open. 
given permission to do so." He added 
that Caliendo and Blasi would be 
I,velcome to apply for any tenure-
tmck positions that come open but 
would have to compete with other 
applicants. 
New FIF album is more 
about hope than hype 
.. :~tajj ~dito~ 
Stephen Caliendo and the Mock 
Trial Team will be back next year. 
Caliendo, a popular professor of 
political science alld the volunteer 
faculty sponsor of the Mock Trial, 
has signed a contract to return to UM-
St. Louis next year. 
Caliendo's' contract as a visiting 
professor was scheduled to end at the 
end of the school year, alld, after 
returning from its first-ever tourna-
ment, members of the Mock Trial 
team said they feared the team would 
die because it might have no faculty 
sponsor alld it hadn' t been recognized 
as a student organiza.tion, alld so was-
n't eligible to receive funding from 
student activities fees. 
When Caliendo came to Ulvl-St. 
Louis in 1998, he took over most of 
Michael MacKuen's course-load, 
said Dave Robertson, chairman of the 
depaltrnent. That year, three tenured 
professors left the political science 
department-MacKuen: Michele 
Hoyman and Linda Kowalcky, 
Robertson said. Political science 
shared Hoyman with the Missomi 
Public Policy Institute. 
In 1995, the depaltrnent lost one 
tenured profcssor. Calvin Mauck. 
This year, three tenured professors 
are leaving: Dennis Judd, Carol 
Kohfeld and 1. Fred Springer. 
Political science has shal'ed Springer 
with the Missouri Public Policy 
Institute. 
Deall David Young of the College 
of Arts and Science said the depart-
ment Call't add ally tentU"e-track posi-
tions until budget reallocations are -
over. The school's highe~t plimity 
will be making sure all the professors 
\vho remain get a 4 percent salal-y 
increase. he said. Even with the sav-
ings from losing pmfesscrs to early 
retirement-pension; money comes 
out of a different pot. Young said he 
d'Jubts the school will be able to 
replace all the departing tenured pro-
fessors with tenure-track positions. 
Political science isn't the only 
depa.rtment with diminishing number 
of tenur d professors. 
BY JOSH RENAUD 
staff' editor 
Don't let the pharo of lead singer 
Reese Roper soaring through the air 
toward a basketball hoop while sport-
ing a giallt afro aJld "Golden Chunks" 
basketball jersey fool you. Five Iron 
Frenzy's latest alburn "All th.e Hype 
Money Call Buy"' is a complex work of 
art. 
Fi ve Iron Frenzy is perhaps best 
known for two things: their wild, ener-
getic concerts and alltics, aJld Reese 
Roper's lyrics. Their last album "Proof 
that the Youth are Revolting," a live 
album recorded from shows last sum-
mer, demonstrated the latter very well. 
"Hype" takes the fomler to new 
heights. 
Caliendo said he likes teaching at 
public universities where tuition is 
more affordable and Wallts to stay at 
UM-St. Louis. 
~ "At UMSL we have a lot of non-
traditional students," Caliendo said. 
;"Class discussions are much more 
lnteresting because of their experi-
~nces." 
Since then, 1995, Political science 
has hired on Iy two tenured prof"es-
sors, Bryan Marshall and Brady 
Baybeck whom the department 
shares with MPPA. In addition. it 
hired Caliendo and Gerald Blasi to 
temporary positions. 
When Caliendo returns in the fall. 
he ' ll be Mock Trial's faculty sponsor, 
alld will. for the ftrst time, have 
money from the Student Activities 
Budget COllUl)lttee. Caliendo said the 
,unount isn't enough, but he's confl-
dent he Call raise the rest privately. 
This past year. the political science 
department alld the la',' fIrm of Casty 
alld Meyerkord subsidized the club. 
First, the music. For FIF fallS, 
"Hype" might seem to be ,ill eclectic 
mix of sounds. The punk core of the 
music has been bolstered by new gui-
talist Sonnie Johnston. but FIF has 
mallaged to move in some new direc-
tions with songs that take cues from 
rap , Latin, reggae, and circus music of 
all things. 
Reese Roper (left) is the lead singer for ska band Five Iron Frenzy. 
• However, because he feared he 
~vouldn't be able to return, Caliendo 
sent applications to other schools. 
Why hasn't the department 
replaced all of them with tenured or 
tenure-track professors? 
"We' re hoping to at some point." 
Robertson said. "We haven't been 
, -e best jobs 
• campus are r. 
under your nose. 
The Currem is hiring for all positions for the 2 00-2001 (ho ) ea.r. We want you to join 
us! Call 516-51 4 and ask for,lo 'h or Brian. 
And the lyrics? Roper has really 
reached for the sky here. On "Hype" 
Roper seems to be on the attack, and 
mostly he chastises the complacent 
within the Christiall community. On 
"Four-Fifty-One" he lashes out at the 
Christian music industry. Not content 
to accuse them of moving away from 
the purpose of ministry, he instead 
alleges that was never their intent in the 
first place. 'The radio is preaching the 
candy-coated goo / the record compa-
nies and the TV too. / No one rocks the 
boat terrified of trouble I can't tamper 
with the walls of their sterile CluistiaJl 
bubble. / It was never your point to get 
people saved / you pad yourself with 
fluff just because you' re afraid:' FlF 
follows up on this theme in the title 
u-ack.. focusing on the fluff alld hype 
mandated by the money-making 
nature of the music business. This song 
is far less confrontational alld Roper 
injects it v,:ith his trademark quirky 
hmnor. 
~ In "GiaEts," Roper condemn the. 
Yoor source for campus news and information 
The Current is now accepting applications for 
all positions for the 2000-2001 year. 
If you want table ~ucc~ssful"then you 
know · that you need ~ore tnano lif1~reoodR . 
work to, prepar~' Y9IJ f~r tn~ real world. 
Nobody Qffersmore opportunitle~ for: 
What positiDns' 
Photo director 
Photo associate 
Web editor 
Web designer 
'Ali the Hype Money can Buy' 
Band: Five Iron Frenzy 
Label: 5 Minute Walk 
Our opinion: **** 
greedy monolithic corporations creat-
ed by capitalism. The musical mood of 
this song with thick bass, clanking alld 
rattling machinery noise, aJld monoto-
ne choral salutations sticks out from 
the rest of this albunl. TIle contrast of a 
very young girl reading a paragraph 
about the death of innocence in the 
middle of this dark song sent chills 
down my spine .. 
Not content to stop there, Roper 
also tackles the subject of homosexual-
ity in "Fallrenheit," recalling how he 
turned his back on the lead singer of his 
childhood favorite band, Freddie 
Mercury of Queen. when he found out 
he was gay. "Love the sinner. hJ.te the 
sin" is the message of the song. 
The album isn't completely nega-
tive, though. FIF mallages to include a 
generous helping of "sill y" songs 
about such things as a star "Veggie 
Tales" char&:ter, their home state of 
Colorado, alld the death. of 80's "hair 
UMSL students than. we clo. Wnether you are ., 
interested in writing, /liwineS5" sales, ' 
graphic design, or ~vef1l web aesigfl, we 
have somet~tn.g for you~ 
The Current is an exclting place · t(!) work 
Every week pr~s~nts new (;haLlellg~s cmd 
gives staff members to learm sorn~tliing or 
meet $omebodymew. We tak€ two tri'pS'la 
year, get togeth~t for bowling, board 
games, pizza., and other stuff. What other 
or%antzatiOA. effers Sf;}' much a:nd pays you 
Business manager 
Business associate 
Advertising director 
Advertising associate 
Advertising reps 
News editor 
News writers 
Features editor 
Features writers 
A&E editor 
A&E writers 
Web assistant 
Production associates 
Production assistant 
Distribution manager 
Distribution assistants 
Copy editor 
Proofreader 
Sports editor 
to be a part 5)f it? . Sports writers 
L-_-'--''--_______ -''-______ ~ ___ ._~.....c. 
Questions? Call Josh or Brian at 516-5174 or come over 
and visit us at our office! Here's the addresss: ---. 
7940 Natural Bridge Road 
St. Louis, MO 63121 
bands,." Also included is their infa-
mous cover of . 'It's Not Unusu2l." 
Not surprisingly, Roper also mall-
aged to pen some heart-wrenching 
songs. "Ugly Day" was Wlitten about 
. the breakup of his marriage engage-
ment last year. Lines like "r would lie 
dOV,l1 on the street I to keep the dust off 
of your feet I I would kneel each time I 
kiss you / Anything, Christie I miss 
you" really are tragic. It also makes 
one wonder how much the tone of this 
album was shaped by that event. 
The best song on the entire iubum, 
though. is the closing song 'World 
Without End:' The opening shredding 
guitar riffs are certainly no indication 
that this is a beautiful worship song. 
Roper comes as close any human can 
to expre5sing the boundle$s awe alld 
wonder God i.nspi.res ill us, but as he 
say in the song. "words fall short to 
hope again:' 
And it's good the alburn closes on 
that note. For all its emotional. highs 
alld lows, "'All the Hype Money Call 
Buy" is about not about hype, but 
hope. Even though nobody is pelfect 
and we all screw up so much, God is 
there waiting for us - "the very spark 
that bums the stars" - wanting to 
draw near to us. 
\ 
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Association or whatever replaces it to 
generate some good publicity and 
show that it's worth the trust of the 
student body. We know that many stu-
dents accomplish things as individu-
~ a1s and as part of student groups, like . 
)the students who helped clean up the 
grounds around St Vincent's Hospital 
as part of the Big Event We'd like to 
see more of this. 
tives, they should pay attention to 
what students want and need, and 
actually listen when we voice our 
opinions. When, without warning, the 
administration took away the Student 
Court's ability to act on appeals of 
parking tickets, or, when the 
University Senate, over the objections 
of student senators, voted to allow 
faculty to park on student lots, it did-
n't inspire students to trust the faculty 
and administration. 
many students park here when we all 
get free access to public transporta-
tion? One reason might be that, out-
side of MetroLink, service is spotty 
and poorly publicized. Maybe the 
University could work with Bi-State 
Transit to get better bus service. 
Maybe it could do a better job of let-
ting students know what's available. 
How about providing us with a place 
to pick up bus schedules on campus' 
like so many public libraries do? 
ipate more in the life of the campus. 
UM-St. Louis would be a more inter-
esting place if students hung out here 
more, participated in clubs and stu-
dent government more. Actually, if 
more students participated in student 
government, we might have better 
student leaders, and it would be better 
And we'd like the faculty and 
admirlistratiOIi to know that in spite of 
f the foibles of our elected representa- Speaking of parking, why do so 
.~~~.~.I.~ •.. !:.?'!!: . .!?q¥.~ .. '! ......................... .. ................................................... . 
Finally, we want students to partic-
SHAW. from page 4 
. run. We know it's difficult 011 a com-
muter campus-we have jobs and 
families and long commutes, but if it 
gives us a better University, it would 
be worth it 
t ~guys, under my intense scrutiny, 
have done a terrific job. Dave 
Kinworthy, Rachael Quigley and 
Nick Bowman have set a new stan-
dard for sports in The Current this 
.year. 
needed it most. Who else would 
keep a full work load even though 
his wife just delivered a baby? 
Last, but definitely not least, is 
our advisor Judi Linville. Judi is the 
most overworked, underappreciated 
faculty member on this campus. 
Any fonner editor of this paper 
would agree on this, and Josh, you 
soon will too. Judi is advisor, 
teacher, friend, psychologist, moth-
er figure and moral conscience all 
r lied into one. 
programs available to the entire 
student body, so that all students 
would have the opportunity to par-
ticipate in programs funded by 
their student activity dollars. That 
is all we were saying. 
Hands failed to grasp the guide-
lines and principles by which our 
organization must abide and base 
our decisions. 
-Bryw, Shaw, Comptroller 
SABC Members: Debbie 
Albrecht, Jason Collier, Joanne 
Eddington, Joe Frank, Owais 
Karamat, Dave Kinworthy, Diane 
Parker, Gail Rimkus, Jacqueline 
Sarris, Joshua Stegeman, 
Sharleta Williams 
i 
What paper would be what it is 
twithout photography? Darren 
Brune has stepped up and carried on 
the level Stephanie Platt and Rafael 
Macias set. Mutsumi Igarashi and 
Michelle Van Iseghem have been 
terrific as well. 
Stephanie, even though you 
·touldn't stay with us, 1 still respect 
you personally and professionally. 
You set a tone and a level with your 
photography that was previously 
unheard of here; and Rafael, thanks 
for the personal sacrifice and com-
mitmerit you gave us when we 
Most of all, I want to thank the 
readers who pick us up every week 
and the University Senate and 
Student Government Association 
who made our news department 
what it is through your actions this 
year. 
The SABC allocated $500 to 
Helping Hands, not because their 
programs were African-American 
based, but because this is the first 
year they had requested funding 
from the SABe. We even gave 
them the maximum allocation 
allowed under our established 
practices. Based on last week's 
commentary by Ms. Herndon, it 
seems that despite explaining our 
procedures and practices several 
times during the appeal, Helping 
PS - Article I, Section II of the 
US Constitution used three-fifths, 
not one-fifth, as the factor to apply 
to slaves when detennining repre-
sentatives and direct taxes. 
Have a great summer from the people at 
College Pro Painters 
J. 
is now hiring painters & job site managers 
for the summer. 
Yoor swrr;~ (or campus news and infooootion 
Check us out this summer, June 12 
No experience necessary. 
Work in your home town. 
$7 - $10 an hour 
Call 1-888-277-9787 
STCHARLES LANES 
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Graduation 
I . J _ • __ ._ __ _ ___ • _ I 
,<SgWmgract. com/~~r) 
'1-_ ~ _- .--- _ , \ , 
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College-Grads-- get ~~_?pO* off 
if. when you buy any Chevrolet, Oldsmobile, 
I 
" 1 ~ 
Pontiac or GMC Vehicle. 
j~r-~JJl 
CHEVY CHEVY tRUCKS GfC) V (GCMJ6 GMAC pe'N ~ 
.vcSI~~=~, Oldsmobile. ~4.: FJ"~·.·.&\.""" 
Do one thing. Do it".,.]]. 
wnL IE THERE· 
--
* Available only to eligible college graduates who are residents of AR, LA, OK, TX and select counties in AL, CO, lA, IL, 
KS, KY, MO, MS, NE, NM, SD and TN. You mUst be Within 6 months of graduation or have graduated Within the past 2 
years from a two-year or four-year college . Certificate program students are ~ot eligible. You must take retail"delivery from 
partiCipating dealer stock between 3/01/00 and 6/30/00. May not be combined With other targeted offers. GMAC IS a 
registered service mark of the General Motors Acceptance Corporation. 
Take a Test Drive and Get a $50 ~ 
.~ .. Certificate** at these Participating Dealers! 
__ ~~~ Shop on-line for clothing, books and more at over 70 e-tailers. 
"Offer good whi lesupplies last only at participating dealers. Available only to reside nts of AK, .LA, OK •. TX and select counties in 
AL, CO, lA, IL, KS, KY. MO NE, NM. SD and TN . Offer is open to students at least 18 yea rs of age With a valid drivers license. e-mail address 
and student ID or diploma since 5/98. Visit www.gmgrad.com/ser for complete GM Test Drrve Certificate program rules. . 
ST. LOUIS, MO ST. LOUIS, MO COLLINSVILLE, IL 
Don Darr Chevy Dave Sinclair Oldsmobile Jack Schmitt Chevy-aids 
(314) 487-9000 (314) 894-2311 (618) 345-5444 
WOOD RIVER, IL ST. LOUIS, MO 
A.lbrecht-Hamlin Chevrolet Leader Chevrolet 
(618) 259-4900 (314) 741-6100 
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Current afloat, he makes it thrive, 
and his devotion to the paper 
shows in everything he does. 
There's also Josh Renaud, our 
production manager and web edi-
tor, whose long hours in front of a 
computer have resulted in consis-
tently excellent work. I can't wait 
to see the wonderful things he' ll 
do when he becomes editor of The 
Current later this month. 
I can't say enough good things 
about Brian Douglas, this paper's 
next managing editor. Not only is 
Brian one of the best news writers 
I know, he's also one of thc most 
dedicated staffers I've ever 
worked with. We ask for a lot 
from Brian and he always deliv-
ers, a quality that will serve both 
the staff and the readers of the 
paper well next year (and, surely, 
his columns won't be the synaptic 
misfires mine have been) . 
The department heads of this 
paper-Benjamin Israel, Anne 
Porter, Darren Brune,Dave 
Kinworthy and Catherine 
Marquis-Homeyer-are worth 
their weight in platinum. Despite 
the fact that their basic job duties 
require them to take on formida-
ble workloads, they still don't 
hesitate to go above and beyond 
the call of duty. 
I'm also grateful to the rest of 
the staff for allowing me the priv-
ilege of basking in their greatness: 
Charmane Malone, Rhashad 
Pittman, Nick Bowman, Rachael. 
Quigley, Mutsumi Igarashi, . 
Michelle Van Iseghem, Jay 
Romero, Erik B uschardt, Dana 
Cojocaru, Jason Lovera, Marty 
Johnson and production associate ' 
Erin Stremmel , who deserves spe-
cial mention for being one of the 
kindest people 011 the planet. 
I can't even begin to say how 
much I'll miss all of you. 
Fade to black. 
Pregnant? 
Coming August 2000 
americanatextbooks.com 
Where you don't stand in line for BIG DISCOUNTS!!! 
. COUNCIL TRAVEL IS OPEN! 
G)sto p student travel sho p 
)l@MItl ®JrM@[$[WJT JrMW[5[k § ?&lP§@W 
Student/Youth Airfare 
ISIC (Int'I Student ID Card) 
~=---. Railpasses 
Trave ller's Insurance 
Hostels & Hotels 
Guidebooks & Gear 
Tours for 18-35 year aids 
Work Abroa(j Programs 
Foreign Language Programs 
tRbllltlll Travel ~ 
565 Melville-University City . 
314-721 -7779 
www.counciltravel.com 
We're Stocking Up 
for A Brand New 
Teen Store 
Plato's Onset' is an exciting new retail SlOre that bu)~ and sells 
gently used. brand. tl4TTl< teen apparel and accessories' We're 
stocking up for OUI n ..... · ston: in Minnetonko opeIling this July 
We're looking ror gently used, brand n.TTl< clothing and accc:s.sories 
such as: r;vJ,g" I"i\Uil:'ilGm .(."tl"iiinUm DD351,N,ti 
SeD us )<JUI cool clothing. outerwear. [onrolwear. shoes, CO's, 
and accessories and get paid on the SpO l {or all items acceptr:d. 
Mccpting Girls size 14 to Junior size 15 . Guys size 14 to 38 
",.ist Clothing must b< in good condition and cw-ren t style. 
Now B UYING 
Monday through Saturday 
10 a.m. - 4 p.m. 
No appointment necessary. 
23~ Mid Rivers Ccml.'r. Sl . Pctc r~, MO t)~:\7fi Ph ()n L~' fi36· 3<J7-TEEN 
Store Hours: ;\fond;:,,)' lhru Friday: 1U a.m. to 8 p.m., 
Saturda~-: 10 a.m. to (, p.m .. Sunday: noon to 5 p.m. 
Or vi~it us Oil hltp:lfwww.pbhlst:l met co m E-m:li l: pl:.lll)sclosct@l!maJ\ xom 
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Pulling the p~ug ••• ~
The Rev. Flip 
Benham of Garland, 
Texas looks on in 
exasperation as 
campus police order 
him to turn off 
the sound system he 
was using to preach. 
The campus group 
Open Forum invited 
Benham of 
Operation Save 
America to come to 
campus and share 
his message---abor-
tion is murder and 
should be banned. 
Open Forum had a 
permit for the 
demonstration, but 
not for the sound 
system, Benham fin-
ished his sermon 
without a micro-
phone as his sup-
porters held up 
signs with pictures 
of mutilated fetuses 
and healthy babies, 
and distributed 
leaflets. Campus 
reaction ranged 
from heckling to 
support to indiffer-
ence. 
Darren Bnmel 71Je Current 
Washi~gton University School of Medicine 
Seeks ·Research Subjects for a Study of 
Smoking and Alcohol 
The study involves a telephone interview (about 1 hr.) 
plus two to four afternoon laboratory sessions (6-8 hrs. 
each). The experiment will measure the effects of 
nicotine and alcohol on balance and eye movements, 
and on heart rate and blood pressure. 
To participate you must be: 
o 21 -25 years of age 
a a current cigarette smoker 
Q a moderate "socia l" alcohol drinker 
(J in good heal th 
You will be compensated for your time . 
Interested? 
Contact: Dr. John Rohrbaugh, Phone: (314) 454-3635 
Washington University School of Medicine 
Traffic Ticket? 
D,W,I. , speeding, and all other traffic violations 
Worried about your (frilling record and yo ur insurance rates? 
Worried abuut guing to CO LUt ? Don' l wa nt 10 go to n la\\ yer's ollie!!? 
Get a lawyer to represent you 
@ 
www.PulledOverCOM 
attorneys I fees from $59.00 
most maj or credit canis accepted 
"unsurpassed convenience" 
SGA, from page 1 
..... . , .. .... .................... ~ ........ -.................. ......... . 
have to, to try and pull it off." 
Butler said the appreciation day is 
taking place with the approval of the 
SGA's executive conunittee. 
"You've got faculty appreciation 
and different things where if a faculty 
member serves five years or one year 
they give them different things, so I 
think that the students every year 
deserve an appreciation day," Butler 
said, ''They work hard. they've eamed 
their grades and they 've endured 
another year, so at the close of the 
school year. I think that the students 
should have an appreciation," 
fts a Reservist. you'll automatically be 
eligible to enroll in the 
Community 
College 01 
Ihe Air 
Force 
Then 
you'lI have 
over 66 career-
building programs 
Irom which 10 choose, 
from avionics 10 
electr nics: airclllft 
mainlenarce to medica 
IIlchnology, fts lhe only military 
branch authorized to award Associate's 
degrees , the Air Force Reserve is 
actively commited 10 your education, 
wi lh: 
• Over $9,000 toward college 
with the Montgomery GI Bill 
• College credits lrom the 
Community College of the Air 
Force 
• The latest state-ol·the·art 
technical training that will 
give you an edge in the 
civilian job market 
Call 1-800-257-1212 
~-----AIRFoRCE ~ 
RESERVE ~ 
ABOVE & BEYOND ~ 
ViSIT our web si te at www.alreserve.com 
·.:l ' ________________ L_a_\\_,o __ m_'c_es~o~I-.A-J-ld-re-\-v-J,_.I_' u_te_l1_r ______________ ~ t\ Professiollsl Corporation 726-5100 
Cllicago Stadents ••• 
Are you heading back home 
after finals? 
UPS has the perfect 
SUMMER'OB· 
for you! 
At UPS, you wi ll earn greal cash with short weekday hours that stil l allow time for Summer lun, 
WEEKENDS OFFI And, il your school plans change and you decide to go to schoo l 
locally. this is a greal opport uni ty 10 receive up to $ 23,000* 
in College EducaJion Assos tance with the UPS Earn & Learn Program , 
(·Available al Hodgkins and Chlcago-Jelferson SL facilities. 
Norill brook Sunrise Shift Offers Up to 510,000 in College Education Assistance) 
Don't w ai t! Call today. 
PACKAGE HANDLERS 
SUMMER & STEADY 
Part-Time Jobs 
S8,5Ct-S9.50/hour 
3-1/2 to 5 Hour Shifts 
Awesome Benefits 
HODGKINS' 
79 1h & Willow Sprongs Rd 
NORTHBROOK 
2525 Shermer Rd, 
JEFFERSON STREET/CHICAGO' 
Roose','21t Road & Jefferson Sc 
Call our 24 ·hour jobllne at' 
1.888 4UPS.'OB 
Access Code: '1787 
WWW.upsjobs.comlchicago 
Equal Opportunity Employer 
I * I ~ 
St udent Ac tivities Budget A llocations 
for 2000 .. 2001 fiscal ye~r 
Or anization 
Accounting Club 
African American Leadership Council 
Alpha Xi Delta 
American Institute of Graphic Artists 
American Optometric student Association 
Anthropology Club 
Arabian student Association 
Associated Black Collegians 
Association for Computer Machinery 
Barnes College Black Student Nurses Association 
Bames College student Nurses Association 
Beta Alpha Psi 
Biological Society 
Biological Graduate Student Association 
Catholic students at Newman House 
Chemistry Club 
Chinese Student Association (Mainland) 
Chinese Student Association (Taiwan) 
Collegiate Middle Level Association 
Criminology/Criminal Justice Graduate Students 
Current, The 
Delta Sigma Pi 
Evening College Council 
Executive Forum 
Feminist Majority Leadership Alliance 
Forensics & Debate 
Golden Key 
Helping Hand Mentoring Project 
Hispanic Latino Association 
Horizons Peer Counseling 
Ice Hockey Club 
Indian Student Association 
Intemational Students Organization 
Japansse Student Association 
Kappa Delta Pi 
Korean Students Association 
OUT! 
Ladies Interested in Lambda Psi Delta 
Utmag 
Madrigal Ensemble 
Malaysian Student A~iation 
Mannheim Park Social Analysis Consort 
Mathematics Club 
Midwest Model United Nations 
Missouri OptometriC Student Association 
Music Academy 
Music Educators National Conference 
Muslim Student Association 
Opera Theatre Ensemble 
Pan hellenic 
Phi Alpha Theta 
Pierre Laclede Honors College 
Political Science Academy 
Political Science Graduate Student Association 
Pre-Med Society 
Pre-Optometry Club 
Pre-Vet Club 
Psi Chi 
Residence Hall Association 
Sigma Pi 
Sigma T'WJ;?amma OS 
Sisterhood Exchange 
Society of Future Engineers 
Spanish Club 
Student Activity Budget Committee 
Student Activity Programming 
Stlident Counci.l for Exceptional Children 
Student Govemment Association 
Student Investment Trust 
StUdent Missouri State Teachers Association 
. StUdent National Educators Association 
Student Senator Organization 
Social Work Student Association 
Student Volunteer Optometric Service Association 
StUdents with disABILITIES Association 
Thai Student Association 
UMSL Cycling Team 
UMSL Gospel Choir 
UM-St. Louis Information System Programming Club 
UMSL Riverettes Pom Squad 
UMSL RiVermen Bowling 
Television Production Club 
University Instrumental Ense'mbles 
University Program Board 
University Singers 
Wesley Foundation 
Zeta Tau Npha 
SPECIAL ALLOCATION REQUEST 
Pi Alpha Alpha 
National Association of Business. Economists 
Omicron Delta Epsilon 
1999-2000 
allocation 
$1,550.00 
$0,00 
$1,250,00 
$0.00 
$5,000,00 
$1,115.00 
$0,00 
$0.00 
$900,00 
$500,00 
$5,000,00 
$3,200.00 
$2,010,00 
$500,00 
$3,050,00 
$775.00 
$1,500.00 
$0.00 
$0.00 
$1,000 .00 
I $30,000,00 $2,00000 
$10,000.00 
$500.00 
$0.00 
$21 ,750,00 
$0,00 
$0.00 
$0,00 
$20,000,00 
$19,500.00 
$1,000.00 
$4,t82.00 
$900,00 
$4,500.00 
$750,00 
$999.00 
$0,00 
$3,000,00 
$2,350,00 
$1,485.00 
$500,00 
$800.00 
ROOO,OO 
$360-00 
$840.00 
$2,700.00 
$600,00 
$1,700.00 
$1,500,00 
$1 ,000,00 
$3,625.00 
$2,100 ,00 
$2,200,00 
$0.00 
$550,00 
$500.00 
$1,850,00 
$6,000.00 
- $0,00 
$600.00 
$500,00 
$0.00 
$600,00 
$14,125.00 
$54,500,00 
$2,000,00 
$38,000,00 
$1,050.00 
$1 ,000,00 
$850,00 
$0.00 
$1 ,000.00 
$6,310.00 
$4,800.00 
$0.00 
$500.00 
$7,000.00 
. $0.00 
$2,450.00 
$500,00 
$3,500,00 
$3,700,00 
$90,000.00 
$2,700.00 
$1,000.00 
$0,00 
$500,00 
$500.00 , 
$500.00 
2000-01 
request 
$3,397.00 
$18,100.00 
$3,720,00 
$2,775,00 
$11,770.00 
$2,560,00 
$3,29\J.OO 
$22,700.00 
$750.00 
$2,315,00 
$7,120.00 
$6,3GO,00 
$4,605.00 
$2,500,00 
$3,400,00 
$650,00 
$2,iSO.00 
$2,606,00 
$72750 
$5,000,00 
. $35,000.00 
$2,950,00 
$15,000.00 
$530,00 
$950,00 
$43,605,00 
$9,086.80 
$19,88!l SO 
$1 ,350,00 
$23,000.00 
$30,982.50 
$5,500,00 
$5,300.00 
$1,800,00 
$4,550,00 
$1,340,00 
$1 ,550.00 
$390,00 
$3,350,00 
$2,725,00 
$0,00 
S1,696.57 
$1,320.00 
$2,000,00 
$1.135,00 
$840.00 
$3,900,00 
$3,770,00 
$2,000.00 
$1,850,00 
$1,000.00 
$4,500.00 
$2,100,00 
$3,000.00 
$2,500,00 
$0.00 
$2,810,00 
$1,865.00 
$9,245.00 
$6,-750.00 
$4,882,00 
$0.00 
$525,00 
$0 .00 
$1 4,1 90.00 
$31,091.00 
$2,652.00 
$56,900 ,00 
$1,199.00 
$1,112-50 
S2,1nOO 
$503,00 
$1,475,00 
. $11,000,00 
$6,450.00 
$2,130.00 
$2 ,570,00 
$16,000,00 
$600.00 
$3,080,00 
$0.00 
$14,000.00 
$4,200.00 
$174,295,83 
$3,300,00 
$2,100,00 
$8,600,00 
$50000 
$500.00 . 
$500.00 
2000-01 
recommended 
$1,195,00 
$600.00 
$2,870.00 
S250~ 
$4,175.00 
$595,00 
$145,00 
~6,200.00 
$50.00 
$655,00 
54,220.00 
$2,100.00 
$2,600,00 
$1,334,00 
$850,00 
$200,00 
$1,315.00 
51,120.00 
$405,00 
$936,00 
$35,000.00 
$1,075.00 
$9,550.00 
$400,00 
$470.00 
$21,750m 
$42300 
$500,00 
$820.00 
$12,000.00 
$0,00 
$1,450,00 
$3,850.00 
$845,00 
$2,625.00 
$160.00 
$545.00 
$270,00 
$1 ,700.00 
$2,075,00 
$0.00 
$406,00 
$820.00 
$1 ,700.00 
$535,00 
$0.00 
$1,300.00 
$580.00 
$2,000.00 
$1,600.00 
$0.00 
$4,500,00 
$1,950.00 
$1,150.00 
$295.00 
$0.00 
~260.00 
$900,00 
$2,950.00 
.J '$890.00 ~,. 
$1,804.00 
$0:00 
S225,OO 
$0,00 
$14,190.00 
$53,650,00 
$860,00 
$49,300,00 
$960.00 
$646,00 
$336,00 
$500,00 
$490.00 
$6,000,00 
$4,600.00 
$300.00 
$500.00 
$4,065.00 
$440.00 
$0,00 
$0.00 
$t,625.00 
$750.00 
$139,781,18 
$1,200.00 
$875,00 
$710,00 
$500.00 
$500.00 
$500,00 
iThank~ to the stwdents, facu lty 
awarded 
from appeal 
$30.00 
$0.00 
$1,000,00 
$7,492.00 
$300,00 
$0.00 
. and staff members of UM-St.Louis· 
for helping The Current to have a:, 
. , 
wond.erful year. 
," j 
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UM·St. Louis students, faculty and staff: 
Classifieds are FREE!! 
CLASSIFIED 
RATES 
(314) 
516·5316 
Othenoise, classijied advertising is $10/or4O words or less in straight text/annat, Bold and CAPS letters are/ree, All 
classijieds must be pTepaid by check, mon~' order or credit card. Deadline is Tbursday at 3 p,m, pn'or to publication, 
- --- -- - -- - --
http:Uwww.the.currentonline.com (:uJrent@jinx.umsl.edu 
I _ 
Graduate Research 
Assistant Needed 
Immediately 
A Graduate Research Assistant 
(GRA) is needed at the Barnes 
College of Nursing. The appli-
cant must be a Master's level 
student at UMSL. 
Responsibilities of the GRA 
will be to monitor/supervise 
exercise sessions for partici· 
pants in a nursing research 
study as well as assist in the 
recruitment of subjects. For 
more information call Dr. 
Anne Fish at (314) 516-7077 
or email at 
fisha@msx.umsl.edu 
Earn good money 
on the Internet at home, 
need computer, 
(314) 849-4141 
Part time Computer Lab 
Manager ($13.0S/hour, 
1/2 to 3/4 time) 
Supervise and maintain 4 
Macintosh computer student 
labs (55 computers) on 
campus_ Responsibilities: 
supervision/training of lab 
assistants, supervise 
ordering of supplies, coordi-
nate repair from outside 
vendors, maintain repair 
log and respond quickly to 
student & faculty repair 
issues, advise faculty on 
computer & software 
purchases. Previous experi· 
ence required. Call April 
at 516-6404. 
RX TECHNOLOGY 
has 
"THE WORLD'S GREATEST 
SUMMER JOB" in Eureka, MO. 
We offer: 
SALARY +BONUSES 
FUN 
CAMARADERIE 
TEAMWORK 
COMPETITION. 
"Not a job" . a life experi -
ence. Apply on-line 
www.rxtechnology.com 
or call toll-free 
1-800-340-1995 
Graders/TUtors Wanted 
A west county mathematics 
and reading learning center 
is hiring part-time 
graders/tutors helping 
children ages 3 to 15. We 
offer competitive salary, 
flexible schedule and 
rewarding working environ-
' ment. Interested candidates 
please call 636-537-5522. 
e-mail: jchan@fnmail.com 
FUN JOB 
ON CAMPUS 
We are looking for dedicated 
and enthusiastic UMSL stu-
dents. You will: 
• gail') leadership skills 
• plan, publicize and 
present campus events 
• assist students in the 
Career Resource Center 
• work 10-20 hours per week 
Horizons Peer Educators, 
516-5730,427 SSB, hori-
zons@umsl.edu 
Readers, Writers 
Test Assistants 
for students with disabilities . 
Paid positions available for 
the winter semester on a lim-
ited basis\for qualified stu-
dents to assist students during 
scheduled exams. Research 
___ L __ !_I ___ 1._ '- ____ ~_ ... ..J 
and/or write for an exam. 
Call Marilyn Ditto: 516-5211. 
More Money, 
Less Time 
Earn $1200 - $2100/mo. 
5-10 hrs/wk solving the per-
sistent problems of Asthma ft 
Allergies indoors. Call 
Steve @ 579-0772 
for more details. 
West County 
Pre·School 
Hiring full-time and 
part-time assistants. We 
will work with your 
schedule. Call Barb or 
Susie at 458-4540_ 
FUN JOB 
ON CAMPUS 
We are looking for dedicated 
and enthusiastic UMSL stu-
dents. You will: 
• gain leadership skills 
• plan, publicize and present 
campus events 
• assist students in the Career 
Resource Center 
• work 10-20 hours per week 
Horizons Peer Educators, 516-
5730, 427 SSB 
horizons@umsl.edu 
'97 Suzuki GSX·R 600 
1 ,xxx miles, garaged, show-
room new, shoei helmet. Call 
Alex: 314-227-8887 
1991 Oldsmobile 
Custom Cruiser 
White wagon, 4 doors, car 
phone, stereo/cassette, great 
condition, MUST SELL. $4,700. 
Call (636) 391-9327 
1992 Ford 
F·150 XLT 
V8 5.8 Liter, Automatic 
trans., 2-wheel drive, 52,000 
miles, White w/ red interior, 
A/C, Cruise control, AM/FM 
Cassette stereo, Tool box. 
Call (314) 324-7137 
Great Starter 
Set Up! 
Black 5-pc. Mapex Venus 
Series drum kit, excellent 
condition. OW 7000 single 
bass pedal, 16" Zildjian A 
crash cymbal, 17" Zildjian A 
crash cymbal (with stands), 
high hat cymbals and throne 
NFS, asking $500. 
(636) 462-4044 
1999 Giant Rincon 
Mountain Bike 
Perfect shape, smaller 
frame, hardly ridden. $225. 
Call 516-7538 for more info. 
'774x41ton 
Custom Dodge Van 
17' long, 7' high, 30" wheels, 
8" clearance, 360 in) mopar 
power, auto trans, power 
steering, power brakes, ac, 
stereo, starts right up, Must 
sell as is $1500. Call 522-6040 
'96 Chevy 
Cavalier LS _ 
sedan, 4 dr, re.d w/black 
pinstripes, fully loaded (and 
then some), automatic and 
power everything; all safety 
features, keyless remote 
entry, anti-theft system, 
Ziebert package, owned by 
non-smoker, 43,xxx miles" 
superb condition! $8,500. 
Call (314) 521-1521 or (636) 
397-6550. FREE FULL 
NOSE MASK WITH PURCHASE 
($70 value!) 
'93 Ford 
Escort 
4 door, air, automatic, 
metallic green w/gray 
. interior, great condition, 
$2800. 427-7548 
'93 Oldsmobile 
Bravada 
All-Wheel drive, black with 
leather interior, 83,000 miles, 
power everything, excellent 
condition, must sell. $9.300 
OBO 
1991 Chevrolet 
Cavalier 
black, very good condition, 
130,000 miles, 2 doors, manu-
. al 5-speed, AC, stereo/cas-
sette. Must sell. Call (314) 
516-7847 
'S7 Nissan 
Maxima 
4 door, power windows, 
power locks, cruise, power 
steering, tiltwheel, 
new alternator, new clutch, 
new brakes, new battery, 4 
new tires, $1500, 
618-288-6977 
Serious inquiries only. 
'92 Grand AJIn, 
Grey,4Dr 
Cruise, tilt wheel, A/C, 
6 speaker stereo, 71 ,XXX 
miles, Excellent condition. 
$4,750 (314) 921-8894 
$ FUNDRAISER $ 
Open to student groups and 
organizations. Earn $5 per . 
MC app. We supply all 
materials at no cost. Call 
for info or visit our website. 
1-800-932-0528 ext. 65 
www.ocmconcepts.com 
Have Fun 
Raising Funds 
for your clubs, teams or 
groups. Earn up to $500 or 
more. Put our 25+ years of 
fund raising experience to 
work for you. Call now for 
details on a free 
CD of your choice. 
800-592-2121 ext. 725 
Walk to campus 
Six room brick home, base-
ment, fenced yard, new 
kitchen, garage, spacious, 
charming. $495/mo. lease. 
8800 Natural Bridge . 
(between Hanley and 
Innerbelt) . 838-9927 
Bottles 
Explode 
A punk rock publication 
dedicated to breaking down 
the inhibitions of the 
general populace. . 
For more info visit 
http://www.gurlpages.com/zi 
nes/bottlesexplode or e-mail 
bottlesexplode@gurlmail .com 
J'M bioi N G SoME. 
PSY(.H 0 LoG'" P.E SEAfl-(H 
At-! D I HAVE A 
Q VESI/ON F"OI\ YoU ••• 
JHE5E AIZE -n,lE 
I N.I-\ A '0 1\ A~ T5 0,;-
"fHf N.E\<.D TA~fJ 
i"E 'DoPES oFT}{£ 
CAMPv5·· • 
THE ST. LOUIS MERCANTILE LIBRARY AT 
THE UNIVERSITY OF MISSOURI - ST. LOUIS 
PRESENTS ITS 
LUNCH & LECTURE 
Sanford N. McDonnell 
Chairman Emeritus, 
McDollDell Douglas Corp. 
This is Old Mac 
Calling All The Team: 
Th .. a10ry of Jam ... S. McDonnell 
.nd McDonnell Douglas 
Books will be available for purchase 
and signing by the author 
Wednesday, May 3, 2000 
J.C_ Penney Building 
Universtty of Missouri - 51, Louis 
12 noon - 1 :00 p.m. 
For Luncheon Reservations call 
(314) 516-7240 by May), 2000 
Masrercnrd and Vi a Accepted 
Members S 12.50 
on-Membern SI5.00 
DO NERDS KNOW 
.-n-tEY'RE NERDS, 01< 
IS -rHff<E SoME KIND 
of \:lEN IA L -q.lfrr 
Go ES oN? 
-~-
HoW lJJOuL.D r 
KNDW? T'M I'lo 
N~jZ\)! 
NDW 1: F 'iav DoN'T 
MIND, Lflt>Y ,.,:J WAS 
IN ,HE ?«.O (E<;S of 
REA'DI NG A (o('l\IC BoOK. 
What's next 
in your search for employment? 
STIVERS STAFFING SERVICES! 
We work with the best companies in town 
Staffing offices since 1945 
• Temporary summer jobs 
• Temp-to-hire staff jobs 
• Short & long tenn assignments 
• Direct hire professional 
St. Louis/city DesPereslWest 
(314) 781-1900 (314) 821-1912 
stlouis@stivers_com desperes@stivers .com 
Northwest Plaza 
(314) 291-8338 
stann @stivers,com 
St. Charles 
(636) 928-7985 
stcharles@stivers.com 
visit our website for job listings and interview tips 
www.stivers.com 
"VOTED MOST LIKELY TO EXCEED" 
® 
Hilton 
st. Louis Airport 
$79 Graduation rate 
Call for Reservations 
Hilton St. · Louis Airport 
10330 Natural Bridge Road 
St. Louis, MO 63134 
(314) 426-5500 
Turn your textbooks into cash! 
UNIVERSITY 
OF MISSOURI· 
5t. Louis 
University Bookstore 
Mall., May 1,7:30 a.m. - 7:30 p.m. 
Tues. & Wed., May 2 & 3, 7:30 a.m. - 5:00 p.m. 
Thur., May 4, 7:30 a.m. - 7:30 p.m. 
U-Mart 
(South Campus) 
Thur., May 4, 9:00 a.m. - 6:00 p.m. 
Fri., May 5, 9:00 a.m. - 4:00 p.m. 
Fri., May 5, 7:30 a.ill. - 5:00 p.m. Mall. - Wed., May 8 - 10, 9:00 a.m. - 6:00 p.m. 
Mall. - Thuf., May 8 - 11,7:30 a.m. - 7:30 p.m. Thur., May 11,9:00 a.m. - 6:00 p.m. 
Fri., May 12,7:30 a.m. - 2:00 p.m. 
0 .····· ·0 
--------------------------------~--------~--~~------------------~------ ~ 
Retail : Best Offer 
The University Bookstore 
will pay up to 50% of the book 
price providing the textbook: 
* Will be required for the next term 
* Is needed to fill next term's emollment 
* Is in reusable condition 
Example: You paid $46 for a new textbook. We ' 
will pay you $23 or 500/0. You paid $34.50 for a used 
textbook we will pay you $23 or 50% or the NEW 
pnce. 
What You 
Need To 
Know ' 
About 
Selling 
Your Books 
* For books having national demand, the 
wholesale company will pay 15% to 
400/0 of the new book price. 
. * Discontinued books are shipped to a 
wholesaler who recycles them to other 
colleges and universities where they 
are needed. 
* Old editions have no national value. 
Remember - Our goal is to buy back as many of your books as possible 
* Recycling books is good for the environment and lowers the price of textbooks. 
* The book prices are determined by the authors and publishers. 
* Wholesale prices are based on national supply and demand. ' 
~~~~~~--~~~ 
* Copies in poor condition will be deducted appropriately. 
* Old editions have no value and cannot be purchased. 
